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1. 'INTRODUCTION
The work supported under t1SG-6022 entitled "Rocket Study of Auroral
Processes" commenced in 1978 and terminated June 30, 1981. Under NSG-6022
the University of New Haz, shire built particle experiments for three rocket
flights. These were a joint University of New Hampshire - University of
Minnesota Terrier Malemute Flight, NASA 29:014, launched January 27, 1980;
University of Minnesota, Echo V Flight, launched November 13, 1979; and the
Norwegian Corobier Ferdinand 50 I+'light, launched January 24, 1980. This
grant also supported the analysis of data obtained from earlier rocket
flights, Echo III, Flight 18:165, Flight 18:1004 and Flight 18:1005, and
theoretical studies.
The form of this report will discuss each of the stems in the work
statement in detail starting first with the data analysis of earlie' flights
and theoretical studies.
2. ANALYSIS OF DATA - EARLIER FLIGHTS
2.1 Auroral Electrodyumics
2.1.0 Theoretical paper --"'Modulation of Terrestrial Ion Escape
Flux Composition (by Low-Altitude Acceleration and Charge
Exchange Chemistry)", T.E. Moore, J. Geophys. Res., 85
2011, 1980.
Abstract
Motivated by recent observations of highly variable hot
plasma composition in the magnetosphere, control of the
ionospheric escape flux composition by low-altitude
particle dynamics and ion chemistry has been investiga-
ted for an e- ,  H+, 0+, ionosphere. Theoretical polar
wind results of Banks and Holzer and observations of
highly nonthermal ion escape have been used as guides.
It is found that the fraction of the steady state es-
cape flux which is 0+
 can be controlled very sensitively
by the occurrence of parallel or transverse ion accel-
A1.
eration at altitudes below the altitude where the
neutral oxygen density falls rapidly below the neutral
hydrogen density and the ionospheric source of 0+
 tends
to be rapidly converted by chcxge exchange to H+. The
acceleration is required both to overcome the gravita-
tional confinement of 0+
 and to violate charge exchange
equilibrium so that the neutral hydrogen atmosphere
appears t optica`ly' thin to escaping 0+. Constraints
are placed on the acceleration processes, and it is
shown that 0+
 escape is facilitated by observed iono-
spheric responses to magnetic activity.
2.1.1 Paper published using Flight 18:165 data - " pocket observa-
tions at the Northern Edge of the Eastward llectroj et1°,
L.J. Cahill.., Jr., R.Z. Arnoldy, W.W.L. Taylor, J. Geophys.
Res., 85, 3407, 1980.
Abstract.
A Nike-Tomahawk rocket was Launched north over two quiet
late evening arcs in March 1975. A northward magnetic
disturbance was observed on the ground under the rocket
trajectory. South of the arcs the northward electric
field was 60 mV[m, indicating strong westward plasma
flow. An eastward: electrojet current layer was pene-
trated in the upward flight. Precipitating electrons
were observed over each arc. The electric field de-
creased to below 20 mV/m zver each art; and recovered to
50 mV/m between the arcs. Using the observed electron
flux and a model of the ionosphere, the Ball and Peder-
sen conductivities were calculated. These conductivi-
ties were used, with the observed electric field, to
calculate the eastward and northward components of the
horizontal ionospheric currents. The eastward current
calculated south of the first arc agreed well with the
observed eastward electroiljet current. The power disi-
pated by the Pedersen current EpIE1 2
 was also calculated
and compared with the power carried by the precipitating
electrons. The Joule power decrease abruptly in the
auroral arcs, as the precipitating electron power in-
creased. The total dissipated power was approximately
the same inside the arcs, between them, and south of
the luminosity. North of the aurora the electric field
and dissipated power remained low. field-aligned cur-
rents carried by the observed electrons were about a
factor of 3 lower than those inferred from the magnetic
field measurements. Likewise, current continuity argu-
ments to keep the auroral current system divergence
free required a larger field-aligned current than that
obtained from the particle detectors.
2.1.2 Paper published using Flight 18:1005 data - "Ionospheric
Electrical Currents in the Late Evening Plasma Research",
D.A. Behm, F. Primdahl, Z.J. Zanetti, Jr., R.L. Arnoldy,
and Z.J. Cahill, Jr., J. Geophys. Res., 84, 5339, 1979.
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than that from measured precipitating electrons. There were
also discrepancies between the Son drift measurement and the
other measurements, We conclude that the various techniques
are subject to large erroro and that measurements of this im-
portant quantity be used with caution.
2.2 Electron Gun Dynamics
2.2.1 Paper published using Echo III data - "The Hot Plasma Environ-
ment and Floating Potentials of an Electron-Beam-Emitting
Rocket in the Ionosphere", R.L. Arnoldy and J.R. Winckler, J.
Geophys. 'Res., 4 , 575, 1931.
Abstract
With an extensive array of particle sensors the plasma environ-
ment surrounding the Echo III accelerator payload 3s studied.
From measurements of the thermal ion spectrum, negative payload
potentials referenced to the unpertured ionospheric plasma are
obtained. Multiple detectors determined the electron popula-
tion from a fraction of an eV up to 40 keV energy. An intense
electron population extending up to the energy of injected elec-
trons by the accelerator is produced when the acceletation is
turned on. The energetic tail of this population is returned to
the payload principally from directions in which the beam was
fired, with the most intense fluxes coming from the atmosphere
for downward injections of the beam. The atmospheric-scattrsred
beam and secondary electrons are called 'quick echoes'. Elec-
trons of energy less than several keV down co the detector thres-
hold (0.1 eV) are called the suprathermal component. These elec-
trons are produced isotropically around the payload .during gun
firings and decay away in approximately 32 ms. The largest di-
rectional intensities of this component are observed at the
higher altitudes. (wick echo electrons are also observed to pro-
duce suprathermal electrons when they encounter the payload.
The mechanism by which the suprathermal electrons are produced
is discussed but remains unknown at the present time. The hot
electrons surrounding the accelerator payload during gun injec-
tions bring sufficient charge to the payload to neutralize it
provided the loss of charge by secondary production on the pay-
load skin: is small, presumably owing to a positive payload float-
ing potential during injection. Since the hot population exists
for tens of milliseconds after the gun turn off, it results in
driving the payload up to 4 volts negative during this time.
.Secondary production on the payload skin apparently prevents
much larger negative potentials after gun turn off when the
payload is immersed in the hot population. Quick echo electrons
creating suprathermal electrons around the payload also drive
the paylaod to a few volts negative. This is an important con-
sideration when discussing the origin of the suprathermal elec-
trons, since electrical discharge and beam plasma discharge
mechanisms do not apply to the quick echo beams.
3. TERRIER-MALEM B FLIGHT- N''.jA L :014
.yr	 ^P ryi •e". ,A k+. t.^,..ri,. 5A,i.,'3C.;3.1 Description of Payload and Flight rx?,"s.
t`
This rocket payload was launched up to an altitude of N 400 km over a quiet,
pre-midnight, aurora.. arc. It was fully instrumented to measure AC/DC
fields, plasma, and energetic particles to investigate the electrodynamics
of the aurora and its coupling to the magnetosphere. In addition to these
passive measurements the flight contained an active experiment to study
the plasma dynamics of firing 80 milliamperes of 60 eV argon ions into
the ionosphere under auroral conditions.
AC/DC electric and mngneti,c fields were measured by the University of
Minnesota. in att"ition the University of Minnesota built the argon
plasma generator, Bernard HaUsl.er of the Max Planck Znsuitute, Garchinl„
provided a search coil magnetometer. Dr. Edward Szuszczaaicz of the Naval
Research Laboratory diagnosed the electron plasma with a pulsed plasma
probe. The University of New Hampshire made the ion plasma meaasuxements,
topside photometer observations, and. the energetic ion and electron men-
surcments.
Multiple electrostatic analyzers measured the electron and ion distribu-
tion function front a few eV to 30 key►
 every 200 ms in 64 energy steps.
In addition, with a peak tracking analyzer, 0.8 tats time resolution was
obtained at the energy of the peak in the electron spectrum.
Finally, the University of New Hampshire ion plasma experiment measured
the thermal ion population with four detectors positioned on the spinDAng
payload to obtain a distribution function approximately once per second.
The detectors were small geometric factor, electrostatic analyzers, sweep-
ing the ion spectrum froth 0 °} 5 eV in 32 steps once every 25.6 milleseconds.
3.2 Flight Sumiaiary
The flight was highly succetisful. All -xperimants functioned properly
with the exception of a great .deal of i.anverference in the search coil
data. Vehicle performance was nominal, however, the elect rciii:c• payload
timer was Late by about 34 seconds. This delay in function timing (see
Wallops Report "Post Flight Investigation of the Terri.ea:-Malemute, 29;.014
UC Delayed Mission Events, May 1.980) resulted in 1) loss of 100 km up-
leg electrojet data, and 2) failure to recover payload.
The light was in a diffuse aurora on the upleg and, according to ground
x	 data, over the eastward electrojet, .lust beyond apogee the flight on-
tared discrete aurora and crossed the barring discontinuity into the west-
ward electrojet. On the downleg of the trajectory and during the period
3	 of ion plasma release. the flight was in transient discrete aurora.
3.3 Results
a	 3.3.1 Paper presented at Faall. A.G.U. 198E _ "Preliminary Results of
Plasma Gun Operation in the Auroral Ionosphere", L.J. Cahill,
Jr., R.L. Arnoldy, and D.A. Behm, LOS, 61, 1082, 1980.
Abstract
A sounding ocket instrumented with a full set of par icle  and
fields detectors was launched from Poker Flats into the evening
auroral ionosphere in January 1980. A 60 volt Argon iron gun onj	 the rocket %sas operated intermittently during the last third of
4	 the flight. Immediately when the iaai gun was turned on a number
of effects were noted in the detectors. ine signal from the
electric field booms was saturated during part of ea.cli spina:
-- 4
5period while the gun was on but displayeC tb,e normal sine
wave modulation during the remainder of the period. A utrong
2 to 4 kHz signal was received in an AGC 'receiver connected
to the set, of electric field booms. This signal was also
spin modulated with large amplitude during only part of each
spin period and amplitude lower by at least one order of mag-
nitude during the remainder of the period, There was also a
large increase in the waves observed with a 1 to 10 mHz swept
frequency receiver,
The gun operation also produced dramatic changes in the charged
particle fluxes. Two new populations of electrons appeared.
The first was an enhancement betwee 100 and 1000 eV with the
peak. flux at 300 eV. The flux increased from 10 8 to 109 (cm2
sec sr keV) -1
 at 300 eV. This population was isotropic with
as many electrons coming up the field line as down. The second
population was below 150 eV, increasing by a factor of five fer
electrons streaming down the field line and decreasing for parti-
cles coming back up.
3.3.2 Invited paper presented at "Chapman Conferences on the Formation
of Auroral Ares!'FR.,. Arnoldy, College, Alaska, July, 1981.
Abstract
Auroral electron and ion precipitation measured by sounding
rockets and low altitude ' satellites will be reviewed. The two
observing platforms provide a different perspective of the aurora.
An attempt will be made to relate the two data sets to establish
the precipitation signature of an auroral arc. Energy spectra
and pitch angle distributions of precipitating particles have
provided the basis for most auroral acce.rration mechanisms.
The altitude and particle mass dependence of these parameters
as well as their spatial relationship to the visual aurora will
be reviewed.
Although optical data have shown the fine structure (temporal
and spatial) of an arc, improved response of particle detectors
is just beginning to reveal this structure in particle precipita-
tion. For example, intense fluxes of field aligned electrons
are often observed having a duration on the order of a second as
seen by rocket detectors. Similar field aligned bursts fluctuate
at a few Hertz in satellite data. The intent of this paper is to
summarize the observations that may aid in the formation of an
auroral arc theory and which ultimately must be explained by such
a theory.
This paper is to be published in the "Proceedings of Chapman Con-
ference on the Formation of Auroral Arcs'.', A.G.U. Publication,
Washington, D.C., S.-I. Akasofu, Editor, 1981. (This paper is
presented in its entirety in Appendix A).
3.4 Work In Progress
Much of the data from the flight are still being analyzed, particularly,
the aspect of combining the AC/DC field, plasma, and energetic particle
results in a consistent model. Interesting observations we are currently
pursuing at UNH are the following:
P6
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3.4.1. Natural Aurora Measurements
Using large geometric factor detectors capable of obtaining
good statistics in measuring the weak diffuse aurora parti-
cle precipitation we find:
Ions < 1 keV undergo significant heating in the
direction transverse to B during diffuse aurora.
Diffuse aurora conics?
The diffuse auroral electron background shows
little evidence of acceleration when the dis-
crete aurora peak,)d spectum "brows" out of the
diffuse precipitation.
Energetic (> 10 keV) ions and electrons having
a trapped pitch angle distribution show nearly
an order of magnitude increase in directional
intensity when the rocket moves from the dif-
fuse to discrete aurora.
These results suggest AC acceleration mechanisms might be
important. In addition, the third result above casts some
doubt on using the trapped pitch angle distribution as evi-
dence of closed field lines. Why should trapped radiation
increase on auroral field lines?
3.4.2 The Argon Plasma Releases:
Created a down-streaming electron population
(< 150 eV) much like that often observed at the
edges of auroral arcs.
Created a suprathermal population of electrons
between 100 and 1000 eV energy with a peak flux
at u 300 eV which was isotropic in direction.
Triggered the release of a short burst of > 15
keV ions apparently from the trapped radiation.
Given the fact that the plasma generator vas a very low
t	 power instrument, it seems imperative that the plasma re-
leases triggered instabilities in the natural auroral en-
vironmpnt to produce the effects observed. Finally, the
results suggest that local ionospheric conditions could
play an important role in discrete arc formation..
4. ECHO V (NASA 12:037)
4.1 Description of Payload and Flight
The Echo V payload launched by a Strypi II vehicle out of the Poker Flat,
Alaska range carried an electron Sun capable of injecting 40 keV electron
Bursts into the magnetosphere at a current of about 0.5 ampere. Earlier	 a
_u
flights in this program successfully detected electrons that have echoed
from the conjugate hemisphere. The primary objective of the Echo V flight
was to employ this technique to probe the magnetospheric configuration
of the auroral oval. Are the auroral field lines closed, how far into
the tail do they extend, are they equipotentials? Additional objectives
were to continue to study the plasma dynamics associated with the ,gun
injections.
The Principal Investigator for this program was professor John Winckler
at the University of Minnesota, 	 The University of Minnesota furnished
the electron gun, neutral gas release experiment and various sensors to
diagnose the beam and its echo, these included scintillators for x-ray
and energetic particle detection and photometers. 	 Professor Paul Kellogg
at the University of Minnesota performed plasma diagnostic measurements
e, aboard the spacecraft with a Langmuir probe and wave measurements from
the ground.	 Both the University of Minnesota and Professor Neil Davis
from the University of Alaska conducted optical measurements for beam
detection from the ground. 	 Finally, the University of New Hampshire
k provided energetic ion and electron detectors and thermal ion sensors.
Four electrostatic analyzers measuring ions and electrons in the energy
ranges, few eV to 2 keV and 50 eV to 30 keV, comprised the University
of New Hampshire's energetic particle package.
	
These detectors swept
their respective energy range once every 200 milliseconds sampling 64
energy levels per sweep.
	 The objective of these detectors was to mea-
sure the auroral precipitation and any perturbation of it due to the
gun firing.	 Scattered beam electrons and secondary electrons produced
by the beam and/or by the beam plasma discharge mechanism have also been
studied by these sermors.
The UNH thermal ion sensors were identical to those discussed above for
the Tevrier-Malemuteflight except that they were rotated by a motor
driven platform to obtain the distribution function since the payload
did not spin. The motion of gun electrons in traversing the magneto-
sphere is sensitive to the convection electric fields they experience.
The prime objective of the thermal, ion sensors was to obtain a measure
of these fields in the ionosphere.
4.2 Flight Summary
The flight was successfully launched with its trajectory over a weak
aurora and just south of a bright auroral band. The UNIT detectors
all collected data, however, just before apogee the energetic parti-
cle detectors did not sweep the spectrum but were locked at one energy.
Although this was a "failure" mode, valuable high time resolution data
were collected as a result of it. No return Echo electrons were mea-
sured optically by the University of Alaska-University of Minnesota
experiments. It is believed that the beam electrons were scattered to
trapped orbits as a result of wave activity on the auroral field lines.
4.3	 Results
Some preliminary results on the cross B dimension of the space charge
region created by the electron gun were presented in an invited review
paper authored by J.R. Winckler at the"NATO Advanced Research Institute
on Artificial Particle Beams Ultilized in Space Plasma Studies" held in
Norway, April, 1981.
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The size of the electrostatically perturbed region transverse to the
magnetic field around an electron-beam-emitting; payload ma y exceed a
kilometer as measured by the reduction in the thermal ion population
reaching the payload just after bean emission.
4.4 Work In Progress
A major area of current study involves the election-beam interactions
with the ionosphere between 100 - 200 km.
Beams are a strong aource of secondary electrons < 1 keV
it, energy (suprathermal population). The intensity of
these electrons increases with altitude. This beam-plasma
interaction is quenched by the release of neutral gas.
Fluctuations in the suprathermal electron component can be
excited at ambient heavy ion gyrofrequencies by the beam.
The scattering of beam electrons between 100 and 200 km is
due primarily to beam-neutral collisions. A weak, neutral
'	 density independent, mecltranism is observed above 200 km al-
titude.
5. COROBIER (F-50)
5.1 Description of Payload and ^.^light
Corobier is an acronum. for " Coordinated Pocket and Backscatter Investiga-
tion of the E-Region". The program was a Norwegian one with Dr. Jan Holtet
of the University of Oslo, the Principal Investigator, and Dr. Ray Green-
wald of the Max-Planck Insitute, Lindau, a Co-Investigator. The general
olijective of the program was to study plasma instabilities and irregulari-
ties in the auroral E-region with a combination of ground-based probing
of the ionosphere with radar and in-situ measurements. Enhanced iono-
spheric electric fields excite plasma instabilities in the auroral zone
E-region. Although these waves are thought to be produced by the two
stream and gradient drift instabilities there are a number of questions
that remain.
A host of AC/DC wave experiments and plasma particle sensors were flown.
Investigators included Holtet, Troym, Soraas and Staden.es from Norway;
Falthamar and Bostrom from Sweden, Primdahl and Unstrup from Denmark and
Evans and Arnoldy from the United States. The flight was launched out of
the Norway Andoya rocket range on January 24, 1980. The UNH experiment
consisted of thermal ion detectors identical to Chose that were flown
u	 aboard Flight 29:014. The objectives were to measure the ion temperatures
G'	 and the E-region convective electric field in aspect of the specific pro-
^f	 ram ob ,g	 ^.:ctives.
k"	 5.2 Flight Summary
u
The UNH detectors worked normally during the flight although they did not
fully deploy due to the anomalously low spin rate. The low spin rate re-
sulted in all of the payload doors (except the UNH door) not to deploy,
hence the flight was a failure. No attempt has been made to analyze the
UNH data primarily because no other (except the DC magnetometer) experi-
ment operated properly and also no support data are available.
APPENDIX A
R VIC14 AC AURORAi, PARTICLE PRECIPITATION
it R. L. Arnol.dy
Space Science Center, University of New Hampshire, Durham, N. It. 03824
Abstract. Auroral electron and ion precipita-
tion measured by sounding rockets and satellites
will be reviewed. The two observing platforms
provide a different perspective of the aurora.
An attempt will be made to relate the two data
sets to establish the precipitation signature
of an auroral arc. Energy spectra and pitch an-
gle: distr but,(ons of precipitating particles
have provided the basis for most auroral accel-
eration mechanisms. The altitude and particle
mass dependence of these parameters, as well as
their spatial relationship to the visual aurora
'	 will be 'reviewed. Although op4ical data have
shown the fine structure (temporal, and spatial)
of an arc, improved response of particle detec-
tors is Just beginning to reveal this structure
in particle precipitation. For example, intense:
fluxes of field aligned electrons are often ob-
served having a duration on the order of a see-
and as seen by rocket detectors. Similar field
aligned bursts fluctuate at a few Hertz in sat-
ellite data. The intent of this paper is to
summarize the observations that may aid in the
formulation of an auroral, arc theory.
Introduction
Particle precipitation associated with dis-
r
	
	
crete auroral arcs will be reviewed in this pa- .
per, emphasizing those observations which are
pertinent to theories of auroral arc format'loa.
Because of the Large quantity of auroral, parti-
cle precipitation data available, only observa-
tions by rockets and satellites generally made
in the evening; sector will be considered. Re-
cent reviews of hot magnetospheric ions and
electrons associated with optical auroras have
been made by Iiu^st (1979, 1974) .
This review will be organized according to
observations made in three regions of space:
Region l accessible to rockets and low altitude
satellites (few hundred to a few thousand kilo-
:	 meters) ; Region 2 extending from 4000 -* 8000 inn
..	 (53-3 satellite range); and Region 3 near the
'
	
	 equatorial plane (geosynchronous satellite meas-
urements).
-1	 1
Region I
Itivortod V,.Kr.(Lqk.itation
The signature of an auroral arc in electron
precipitation data is an inverted V. struCLure in
an electron spectrogram (Lloi 1970; Frank
and Ackarso
,
n, 1971). In 
an inverted V the- peak in
the electron spectrum (monoetiergetia peak) in-
creases in energy toward the arc center resulting
In 
in inverted V structure in an energy versus
time spectrogram. Arcs or inverted V's are typi-
cally a few hundred km in latitudinal width when
detected aboard satellites, whereas rocket obser-
vations, capable of better spatial resolution,
reveal, inverted V structures down to several km
in width. Thor p, is some confusion in terminology
in the literature concerning the identification
of arcs with inverted V structures. Satellite
papers refer to arcs imbedded in inverted V's,
whereas from the perspective of rocV.ot measure-
ments any auraral form steady enough in time to
traverse with a rocket payload has to inverted V
structure. The difference appears to be one of
measurement resolution, In fact, rockets have
yet to identify the small- scale structure (tons
of t , xittIrs) associated with optical arcs
np^	 I
	
c L D , I,: L t r, f968'.	 f,Finally, the relationship o 
eloctrostatic shocks soon by the S3-3 satellite
1977) to inverted V's or auroral
arcs n1so remains unclear at the present time.
Trivarted V's occur on open as wel as closed
field lines. Figure 1 gives the latitudinal and
looritudinal distribution of inverted V's seen by
the All-' ­D satellite (Lin and 11offinnn, 1979), They
r,rimarily occur in the evening sector auroral oval
but are al:,o prosent in the polar cap where field
linos are normally considered to be open, Using
the definition that field lines are closed if
they van support trapped radiation, inverted V's
dcter.Lad at satellite altitudes occur on bOL11
open and closed field lines (Frank and Ackerson,
1972; i"tizvra et. al., 1970; Cliasson et. al.,
1978; i,in_-nd Hoffman, 1979). At rocket alLitudos,
howovor, inverted V's are getiorally seen coinei-
dc,nL with a mirroring population of energetic,
i rid/or vlor.trons suggesting closed field
lines (Venicat.irapan et. al., 1975 ,  What en and
alov, 1979).
-_Bile monoonergeLic peak in the inverted N' elac-
tron spocLrum is generally taken as evidence for
cloctron -icceloration by a cluasi-static clectric
poLOIlLial.. There are a number of observations,
I i
howovor,	 that GU-PCSt tlie invextod V electrons
have passvd thrcits'gh a	 turbulent	 region.	 T110 piLVII
angle distribution of Lhe inotiocnergetic peak elec-
trons In Isotropic minus, the loss cone at low iL-
titudes (Lrno.ldv et. al. , 1974; Lin and llof rman,
1979).	 The 	 precipitating o 	 t7ons
with energies above the spectral Beak is propor-
tional to the peak energy suggesting thi ^ they
are heated in the acceleration region (Lin and
lloffmin, 1979)..	 The monoenergetic peak of in-
verted V's represents a stable electron distribu-
tion when observed at rocket altitudes (Kaufmann
et.	 al., 1978)	 as the example in Figure 2 show.,,.
Finally, the V-shaped pitch angle distributions
observed by the AE-	 Ute for ert-rgic_- below'.
the monoonergetic peak has be>,n	 i.:qp lained as due
to a field-aligned component combined with iso-
tropic backscattered electrons and a significant
number of electrons with energies slightly below
the peak energy trapped between their mirror
Qoints and an	 ilectric potential structure (Lin
and Hoffman, 1979).
The !field-aligned electrons in an inverted V
OCCUr at energies below the monoonergetic peak
producing double peaked spectra as seen inFinure
3 (Lr^n2LJy	 1974; Lin and 11offninn. 3.979-
jp,LtLn, 1980).	 The 5 ke	 peak
of Figtire 3-is isotropic in pitch angle, whereas
the 2 -)- 3 kv.V peak is field-aligned and observed
only al: small pitch angles. 	 This field-aligned
component will be discussed in more detail later
in this review,
ton Precipitation
r
Tlia RSRO T data showed that ions and electront*,
61MUltillICOLISly precipitated on
	
the same, field
line, but k0 ion flt, xes and spectra were lciss
variable elan those of the electrons in the same
energy range (Hultqvist,
	 1979).	 The E.SRO I data
also -;Iiow(,d that keV electrons were frequently
• field-aligned in the Same region as ions,
	 however,
moro nporadto and narrower in space/time than the
ion field-alignod fluxes.	 rield-aligned lcov ions
occur aL the cd
'
oe of inverted Vs With 9pCC.Lral
Softening at t1lo,
 center and a tendency toward
isotropy	 (11ijitnvist,	 1971).	 In contradiction	 to
the EISRO I reSUILs cited above,
	 the %"SRO 4 and
INJU4 5 dat%a show no field-aligned ions and rarely
any hot• ions in	 inverLod V's,
	 respoctively
*
 Frank
and Ackerson,	 1972;	 Etlasson ca t 	 al.,	 1979).
llUtLqV1st	 (1971)	 licks	 interpreted	 the different
re tits in LOMS of a Solar cycle affect. ESR0 1,
operating during Solar maximum, observed both ions
0111C RsTAL PAGE IS
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V
electrons accelerated by a poten,.ial above the
satellite.. The potential accelerating the ions
occurred below the electron potential and was
created by the precipitating el.ectronn interact-
ing with at; elevated neutral atmosphere during
solar max1mutn conditions.
Rocket measurements of :Ion precipitation are
more limited because of the low altitude obtained
by many of the flights. Spectral and intensity
changes are generally an>i.correlated when ions
and electrons precipitate simultaneously (Br}^ant
et. al., 1977; Edwards et. al., 1978). A notable
exception is the case of general ion anal electron
anticorrelation until the center of an electron
inverted V is reached where suddenly a band of 6
keV ions appeared simulcaneously with the elec-
trons (Bryant et. al., 1977). Ion data from a
number of Canadian rocket flights ( Ifiller a cid
Whalen, 1976) show relative independence of energy
spectre from auroral activity. Pitch angle dis-
tributions were observed to be either isotropic
over the upper hemisphere or trapped, and there
was,. in general, little correlation with electron
precipitation.
Field-Aligned Precipitation
i^
As discussed above, the monoenergetic peak in
the electron spectrum is generally isotropic in
pitch angle. The electrons discussed here are
sporadic bur:Ls of intense field-aligned precipi-
tation. The field-aligned electrons are usually
less than a few keV in energy and are below the
monoenerget?.. peak in the spectrum (Arnoldy et.
al. , 1974; Lin and llof):man, 1979) . Figure 4 showq
a flux ratio spectrogram of a satellite inverted
V event. The heavy line. tracing the spectral peak
lies in a region of general pitch angle isotropy
wlierea , the field-aligned fluxes are transient
and of lower energy. The field-aligned fluxes
generally occur over a range: of energies (Arnoldy_
et. al ,, , 1974; Raitt• and So^jka, 1977; T..in and
liofftn.in, 1979) .
rl_ d-aligned electrons are generally seen dur-
!;ng .nct:ive auroras (Mc Gwen. 1972; Ar.nol.dy et. al,. ,
1974; Bosqurd cat. al ., 1974) and are localized on
edges of arcs, in regions between different plasmas
0411.11o_n_a nd McNarmid, 1972; Pint et. al., 1973;
M01'2hlum a nd Moestue, 1973; Arnoldy, 1.974; Lundin,
1974; Pulliam et. al., .1980). Tigur.,^ S gives two
energy channels of a rocket electron detector
alon g,
 with ground photometer measurements in the
lower panel. The rapid oscillations in the 1.4
key
 do-Lector at 195 and 310 seconds are a spin
r
i 5
1
modulation its the de.toctor swept throuJ;h the
f teld-71 tgned proc ip tt,nt ion local t •red near the
northern and soaathern ;;ordors of Vim atarnra.
The fteld-aligned precipi.tatica occurs in
bursts or fluctuates at a few Hertz (Mcrwcn,1971;
_Arnold y at. al., 197 14; Bosqued et. al. , 1974; Boyd
and Davis 1977; Raitt and Sojka, 1977), If fl.uc-
ruat;ing, nll energies field-aTTgned fluctuate in
phase (Lin and Hoffman, 1979). This later obser-
vation rules out an energy dependent process for
producing the field-alignment. Finally, the field
alignment is generally within 20 0 of the field
line at rocket altitudes and on occasion less
than 10 0 (Bryant et. al., 1973; Arnoldy et. al.,
1974; Bosgued et. al., 1974). To maintain such a
degree of field -alignment: the mechanism could not
be too far removed from the measurements. This
combined with their short-lived nature and field-
alignment over a range of energies suggests that
the phenomena is the result of the acceleration
of ambient electrons in a large scale transient
electric field. The relationship of the field-
aligned fluxes to the inverted V acceleration re-
gion remains unclear at the present time.
Low Energy Electron Precipitation
The elect_-ron differential directionalintensi-
ty belcw the monoenergetic peak in the precipita-
ting electron spectrum can be fit to a power law
as E-Y
 where y varies between 1 and 2 (Reasoner
and Ch,?r„11, 1973; Arnoldy and Choy, 1973). Over
an inverted V or a discrete auroral arc these low
energy electrons are generally isotropic over the
full 18-0 0
 range of pitch angles. Evans (1974)
has interpreted this result in terms of an elec-
tric field trapping sccondarin and degraded pri-
maries between the potential region and the at-
mosphere. Recent efforts by Pulliam et. al.,
(1980) to fit this model to rocket data have been
quite MICCOssful.
Recent mensuremonts over a diffuse aurora have
revealed similar isotropic low energy electrons
(Evans and Moore, 1979). Since the diffuse aurora
electron precipitation has no peak in the spectrum
the electrons apparently have not fallen through
a potential region. There is, therefore, no mech-
anism to reflect the. backscattered electrons at
1 - 2 oarth radii above the aurora. To achieve
the measured isotropic distributions, Evans and
Moore (1979) have postulated that the b7ckscat-
terrd olectronn fill the entire Flux tube and as
a result of pitch angle scattering could be a
source for the plasma sheet electron population.
---- mow.---
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Evnn:s and 1,40ore (1979) have modelcid the planinn
sheet spectrum and presumably the spectrum pre-
cipitated during diffuse aurora are due to a pri-
mordial, Maxwellian (Figure 6) and the atmospheric
backscattercd electrons that are in equilibrium
with this Maxwellian. In the model spectrum the
Kjxwellian electrons dominate at hi^h energies
and the atmospheric electrons dominate at low
energies giving a spectrum which approximates that
measured quite well. This topic will be discussed
further under Region 3.
When not over visiblr-- aurora the low energy
precipitated electrons often remain but are not
isotropic in pitch angle. Figure 7 gives down and
up-going electron energy spectra measured by a
sounding rocket in the region between two visible
auroras. There is a definite downward streaming
population of suprathermal electrons between 100
and 500 eV energy which are not secondarily rela-
ted to any higher energy component. Figure S gives
data from another rocket flight where a very nar -
row arc (spatially coincident with the 3 keV
fluxes) was imbedded in widespread low energy pre-
cipitation. Above the arc, at 145 seconds flight
time, the electrons below 1 keV were isotropic in
pitch angle while outside the arc, at 200 seconds
there was a net downward streaming of the less
than 1 keV electrons. This net precipitation of
less than I keV electrons carries significant
current: out of tho atmosphere and could represent
the high energy tail of the precipitation respon-
sible, for the large scale evening sector Region 1
currants except when o-per an arc where the Region
1 current is carried predominantly by the accel-
erated energetic electrons.
There is a growing body of evidence that supra
thermal electrons are rather easily heated by wave
interactions.
	
Measurements from bush the Polar V
and Echo III electron accelerator payloads give
an intense background of suprathermal electrons
that remained after the energetic beam injections.
These electrons could not be interpreted in terms
of beam secondaries nor as scattered and degraded
beam primary electrons (Machlum et. _al., 1979,
Arnoldv ant[ 61ine[:I^^r. ,	 1980).	 The accelerator pay-
loads are known, however,
	 to he intense sources
4
of wave turbulence when operated in the upper
ionosphere ( Ca rt rl ht and Kel.loc;^, 1974) .	 Such
turbulence could heat the particle population ncir
the pnyload.	 Johnson and Sow (1980) cite, a case
of ninbient thermal electrons being heated to tem-
perntures as high as 10 5
 K by the passage of a
field-aligned beam of a Cew hundred eV through
the ionosphere at altitudes over 660 km.
	
A beam/
7
J 	 R
'	 plasma interaction is cited an the heatins; mech-
nni,n ► . Finally, recent result!; wo have obt-ained
from the roloatse of an argon plastna at 400 lan a1-
Litude show considerable modification of the nat-
urally occurring precipitation below 1 keV. Figure
9 gives some preliminary electron measurements
from this expori.menL. An isotropic" population of
aloctrons at a few hundred eV is introduced asYE
well as a component below 100 eV streaming downR
the field linL^a, These electrons were closely
cerrelal;ed with plasma injections when wave in-
struments aboard the payload also measured greatly
enhanced intensities. Such modifications of the
low energy component can alter the light emission
and electrodynamic properties of the upper iono-
phere from that expected on the basis of atmos-
pheric collisions above.
Region 2
The S3-3 spacecraft surveying the region of
space from 4000 -} 8000 lc ►►► above the auroral arc
has provided considerable evidence for large
scale electric fields along the magnetic field
from pit-ch angle and energy distributions of elec-
trons and ions. Thta satellite is generally found
to be, immersed in an electric field ti 1 volt/lm
extending ov,.er a few thousand kilometers (Chuff
and Schulz, 1978; Clad is and Sha ma, 1979) . 4 now
briefly rav;iew the
-
different types of particle
popul.nti,on mea^iured by the S3-3 mission, not all
of which arc: ri^adily interpretable in terms of
quasi-steady field-aligned electric field.
UFI (Ul)ward Fl_owiLip _Ions)
u
UFI with a directional intensity J 	 2 x 10r
r ('111 2 sac sLcr lceV) -1 are a common feature seen on
approx'fmatel.y 60`,'; of the S3-3 orbits. They coin-
tide with the statistical auroral oval and have a
strong; d;aWll--du:;k asymmetry with a maximum in tho.
dusk sec(:or. (chial .mat ti._et. al. , 1973) . Tile pre-
`[	 dominant ,epee it in the (IFi are 11 +
 Ind 0* ions
(She-1.Lr..y (,L. al., 1970). t1FI and electrostatic
n n	 hydropon cyc Lot,ron waves conic: do in over 90" of
j	 the events studiod (Kintner o.t. al.., 1979) Fin-
ally, UPI arc,. observed to have a beam pitch a ►np a
dit;tr.ibution of (0 n, 180 11 ) or a conic pitch angle
distriburion (90 0 < 0 r 1800).
,t
UFI Beams
UFI beams have a maximum frequency of occur-
rence in the dusk sector and are observed prima-
v
r1ty above 5 	 00 kin altitude	 (GO rnc1_yc^t.al.,	 (1930),
Beams are cibt=crved pr, im.irtly 	 in--thc^ rey;3an or up-
ward Civid-aligned current and coincide Withelec-
trostatic shocks In the evening sector	 (C;ittel.l
ct. al ., 1979).
	
It would appear that the beams
are .a phenomena associated with discrete auroral
t forms.	 .
UFI Conics
4
Conics are observed at lower altitudes than
beams with a tendency to prefer the higher alti-
tudes during; disturbed times 	 (Gorney et., al,,
It 1980).	 During magnetically quiet times conics
vend to be a daytime cusp phenomena becoming more
uniformly spread in local time as the activity
" increases ( Ghielmetti et. al., 1979).	 Conics are
observed in all field-aligned current regions
(Cattell et. al., 1979) hence appear to be less
m associated with inverted V's than beams. 	 Conics
are apparently the same ions as the transversely
accelerated ions (TAI) seen at lower altitudes
(Whalen et.	 al., 1978; Elump r, 1979, Ungstrup
et.	 al.,	 1979),
DiI (Downward Flowing Tons)
DF1 occur much less frequently than do UPI in
c
the auroral region and do r.it display a dawn-dusk
asymmetry (Ghielmetti et, al., 1979).
	
DFI occur
equatoxw.ard of UFI and in regions of inward (eve-
v ning) and outward (morning) field-aligned currents
j (Cattell et,	 al.., 1979),
	
hence appear	 to be asso-
ciated with the diffuse aurora.
	
DFI are correlat-
ed with trapped keV ions and occur preferentially
in spatially localized regions of enhanced hot
keV plasma ions.
	
Because of this, 	 Chielmrtti, et
al.. (1.979)
	 have. associated DFI with the injection
of ring current ions in the equatorial plane. Sonic
DFT are associated with retarded electron preci-
pitntion suggesting an electric field accelor,a-
ti.orl opposite to
	
that in inverted V's
	
(Chielmetti
et.	 . ,
	
197 1)),
	 The first	 example: of an	 ion	 in-_a 1
vet-Led VV was presented at this conference by Bur-
w
gess and Reiff
	
(1980).
g Countcr^.Crenrnng Tl.cctron Beams
Cciaverstreaming electron beams have energies
in the keV range.
	 Thoy are often spatially asso-
cicitvcl with region, of UFI conics	 ( Fennell,	 et. a lp
1979).	 They are field-aligned to within several
dogrc-es and are generally comparnbl e. in width for
both upward and downward beams
	 (Sharp et.a1.11980).
d
The enCr'g,y ..'poctrn rov 00tint.or':treaming electron
boama arcs broad and generatly unt.t2uct'urod. In
r	 ♦ s	 ^r	 r ) s	 beam s.,thc^ r eg ion or c:ounte.r.^trc.amLnt, c te3ctron ^aln.s, t he
electron boams, the l.on , cons*. at background o1cc •-
'
	
	 Irons it, not arfected, ruling, out ,. a quasi--!,tati.c
parallel electric field. Sltnrp ct._ al. ,(1980) txavc;
suggested that the counterstreaming; electron beams
are locally accelerated ambient electrons by
flickering double layers. Counterstreamir_g*, elev-
tron beams appear to be similar in many respects
to the field-aligned electron bursts seen by low
r,	 altitude satellites and rockets discussed above.
Region 3
Plasma injections at synchronous orbit are the
equatorial plane signature of an auroral substorm.
Although much correlative worlc between ground and
synchronous satellite measurements has been done
(Akasofu, 1977), how one region maps to the other
1 is still unclear.	 Moreover, the physics of the
injection of particles at synchronous orbit re-
nr ains to be defined.	 That there is an exchange
of particles between the equatorial plane and the
ionosphere is certain, however, 	 the degree to
w which the ionosphere provides plasma to the equa-
torial plane (plasma sheet)
	 is yet to be fully
explored.	 As we have seen, measurements at ti 1
b: 12	 T,	 Re;	 >rI	 (	 ,inn 2) reveal many particl es leaving the
ionosphere.
	
Presumably these particles are those
that have been detected at synchronous altitudel
o as '• source crane" ions and electrons 	 ( McTl.lwai.n,
1974;	 Mauk and Mc ll,lwain,	 1975).	 It is to be
noted, howcvcr, that the source cons: particles
observed have a wider pitch angle spread than the
actual loss cone at 6.6 Rr.	 If the particles
were accelerated in Region 2 they must have been
diffused in pitch angle before reaching Cite
a equa t>o r. .
An example of an electron injection at syn-
t chronou, orbit is given in Fig;urc 10.	 AL 04..12 UTthn intensity of the higher energy electrons in-
creased by one or two orders of magnitude while-
tile low enelrg y electrons
	 (t few keV) decreased
	 by
about
	 ns much.	 The injection repre.,,ont.ed a d r ama-
tic chnn o in .spectrum from :a monotonically d e-
crossing one to nearly a Maxwellian.
	 vol,l owi ng;
Ole injection.
	 the, spectrum them gradually
	 e-
turned to approximately its old uhnpe and to pro-
injection iutennity level...	 If an aurora wat,
initiated as a result 	 of this injection, 	 then the
g;,-dUU1 re turn of low energy electrons might re-
prosoot•
 the Cilling; of the plasma sheet with back-
scatrearcd and secondary electrons from the auroral.
p
	.^ i ^ ' s nta ► s"osted by I'v;an , .	 i	 e (197')):icanaa ,p >^ a'	 'c ;	 a ,	 °uad .1to r._,,..^.	 '
Conelud iaa Remarku
Thin review of auroral particle precipitation
r;► focs three., guvi-,tions about auroral arc forma-
t i0a. First, what is Lhe role of AC phenomena in
auroral particle acceleration? Examples of burstz
of field-aligned electrons, simultaneous ion and
electron precipitation, countersLreaming elec-
trons, and conics (transverooly ticceleraLed ions)
all sugvst AC phenomena. Second, what is the
importance of electrons 4 1 koV in the auroral.
beam? Clearly they are not all secondaries. In-
verted V's appear to be imbedded in and possibly
develop as a result of this precipitation. Vinal-
i	 lv, what role does the lower ionosphere have can
the formation of arcs? Decent controlled experi-
ments with rounding, rockets which have altered
i	 the lower ionospheric conductivity often have re-
sulted in some form of anomalous particle preci-
pitation. In addition, there is a growing evi-
donee for fairly law altitude acceleration of
particles occurring; naturally, such as bursts of
low energy field-aligned electrons and transverse--
ly accelerated ions:
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der Grant NSG -6022 and by the Division of Atmos-
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Figure Captions
rig. 1. Spatial occurrence map of 280inverted
T'4 vo_tats. local. time and circles of constant
invarl.int latitude are shown as reference (from
Tin and Hoffman, 1979).
Fig. 2. Exampl4 to shour how a peak in the dif-
fc:rca^t: i^a1 energy spcctrtrm is not neces.-inril.yan
unsalable structure in the distribution function
f.
ll, 3. Sequential electron spcctx^ from
fl ight 1. '9:91. Pitch .ant;l,e of the electrons is
given by the Smooth curve. The lower two dec-
a
d
es of Liu, flux scale are used to give pitch
ant;l oy from l" to 100 0
 (from Arnoldy et. al.,
1974).
Spclarogram displaying the. fluxrntio;;
J( -7°)/,J(600) of an inverted V event. The flux
rnt ins nro s;epnrzatod into four care gorier; as
Shown in Lho upper right corner (from Lin and
llr^rrm ^aa, 1979).
rid. 5. Top two panels, dirccti,onal inLaaasi.-
tios l.4 and a.5 k0V electrons. Bottom pane].,
^,roun:l meridian-s;cnnnin, photomeLer looking it
font of rocket field line, enea:gy of peak cur-
ront (rrom Artioldy, 1977) .
	
Fie. 6	 :Measured oloctron spectrum durin a
diffuve axirorn toretlaer with a model spectrum
b
R
which it, 010 1 -31-1 Of a	 .and the tlit,-
1	
tribut ion of :ttmof.phorleally produces b:ack-
3cat,tored and ;':ocondara elixtroty, that is in
equilibrium with this, t ,txwell ian. The energy
speetrum for the Mixwellinn of ter:pvraGur(, 2.5
W and den:,Uy 0,2 cm-1 is nl-)o plOtted for
cnmparivon (from lv,%n., and Moore. ~1979).
Fin..7.	 , Spertra of eleeLrons movie up and
doom the magnottir, field line me_7oured simulta-
ncau .ly by rocket detectors.
Fly. 8. Rocket measurements of the precipita-
tion of 0.3 and 3 keV electrons and simult,nne-
ous up and down opect;ra taken at two times
daring the flight, Visible aurora coincided
only with the 3 keV precipitation bursts cen-
tered on 150 seconds flight titre.
Fin.. Background auroral spectrum (heavy
tww. Mssrr,-w.mn.line) and throe, simultaneous rfpectra taken by
detector.^, scanning the pitch ani;lc,. rangas i.n-
divated during an argon plasma release. The
auroral spectrum is dramatically altered below
1 keV.
Fin. 10. ATS-6 electron spectra as a function
o t mTdurin8 a substorm injection event. The
top ei.t;lit traces give count rate, for eight
energy channels as a function of time. The
A
envrgy
 in keV is given en Ltio right of each
track:.
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Modulation of Terrestrial Ion Escape Flux Composition (by Low-Altitude
Acceleration and Charge Exchange Chemistry)
THOMAS E, MOORI
Space Science Center, university of New llan+pshire, Durham, Neiv Hampshire 03824
Motivated by recent observations of highly variable hot plasma composition in the magnetosphere,
control of the ionospheric escape flux composition by low-altitude particle dynamics and ion chem,lry
hits been investigated for an e , H*, O +
 ionosphere, Theoretical polar wind results of Banks and llolzer
and observations of highly nonthermal ion escape have been used as guides, It is found that the fraction
of the steady state escape flux which is 0* call controlled very sensitively by the occurrence of parallel
or transverse ion acceleration at altitudes below the altitude where the neutral oxygen density falls rap-
idly below the neutral hydrogen density and the ionospheric source of 0* tends to be rapidly converted
by charge exchange to Ii*. The acceleration is required both to overcome the gravitational confinement
of 01, and to viC,latc charge exchange equilibrium so that the neutral hydrogen atmosphere appears'opti-
cally' thin to cwaping 0*. Constraints are placed on the acccleratiun processes, and it is shown that 0*
escape is facilitated by observed ionospheric responses to magnetic activity.
INTRODUCTION
The hot magnetospheric plasma has a variable composition
which usually includes and is at times dominated by heavy
terrestrial ions, most probably 0*, Yet models of ionospheric
escape (e.g., !Junks and Holzer [1969b], hereafter referred to as
1;H) predict that only a fraction of order 10°-' or less of this es-
caping flux should be 0". This is in accord with a comparison
of ionospheric thermal speeds and the gravitational .escape ve-
locity, Though auroral zone particle acceleration delivers
energies much larger than either thermal or gravitational
binding energies, BH have shown that there is another ob-
stacle to O* escape, namely, the charge exchange O* flowing
up from its source oil 	 neutral 11 atmosphere, This paper
presents all in which ion acceleration is regarded as
an imposed free parameter. Steady state conditions are identi-
fied under which the ionos p hcre will respond by releasing pri-
marily 0* rather than 1-i*.
The compositional variability of the hot magnetospheric
plasma is illustrated by observations front or-
bit [Gelss et aL, 19781, polar low-altitude orbit [Shelley et al„
1972; Ghiebnetti et al„ 19781, and rocket altitudes [Lynch et aL,
1977; Moore and Evans, 19791, These observations include sit-
uations with O +/H* ranging from less than a few percent to
greater than unity. The correlation of O * content with mag-
netic activity reported by Sharp et al. [1976) suggests than an
ionospheric response to magnetic storms may be involved.
Moreover, unusual enrichments of N* and molecular ions ob-
served in the thermal ionosphere [Hoffman et al., 1974; Taylor
et aL, 19751 during magnetic storms further support such a hy-
pothesis,
The conceptual separation of energization mechanism and
compositional control is supported by observations of keV
ions jetting up oui of the ionosphere between 1000- and 8000-
km altitude.above the auroral zone [Kintner et al„ 1979; Khint-
par, 1979; Sharp et al., 1977; Shelley et al., 19761 from a vatiaty
of polar orbiiers. These ions are generally field aligned to a
high degree, sometimes showing 'conical' pitch angle distribu-
tions with minima at 90° and 180°, The point of most impor-
tance here is that the ion jet composition is highly variable
from essentially pure H* to pure O* (see especially Kintner et
Copyright Q 19$0 by the American Geophysical Union.
al, [19791), Ungy1rup et al. [1979] have proposed that these ion
flows result front transverse acceleration of icirs below the sat-
ellite by ion cyclotron waves driven unstable by field-aligned
currents. The resulting magnetic mirror force then ejects the
ion upward out of the ionosphere. While gyro-resonant pref-
erential acceleration of one or another ion species is an attrac-
tive model for the observed composition variations, such ef-
fects are ignored in the present treatment, which presumes
that acceleration is elrective for all species, instead, attention
is focused on ion charge exchange chemistry, with results
which have implications for gyro-resonant effects as well,
The approach has been kispired by the results of 131-1, which
represent it solution to the problem of ion dynamics and
chemistry when no acceleration is imposed beyond the natu-
ral thermal escape of ionospheric plasma. Thore results are m-
viewed in the next section. In subsequent sections, continuity
of 0* is considered for the more general case of an arbitrarily
imposed vertical flow profile, and the results are evaluated for
special cases of (1) parallel acceleration and (2) transverse ac-
celeration. A final section summarizes conclusions which tray
be drawn from the results obtained,
POLAR WIND TiMORY (I'limi- LATITUDE
VIRTICAI, PLASMA TRANSPORT)
Considerable theoretical work has been done on the escape
of ionospheric plasma into the high-latitude magnetosphere
beginning with, for example, flanks and Holzer [1969a], and
the escape phenomenon has been termed the polar wind by
Axford [196$] in recognition of  certain analogy with the so-
lar wind. Lentaire and Scherer [ 19731 have reviewed the lively
debate which followed the initial papers, This debate centered
on the relative merits of hydrodynamic and kinetic ap-
proaches to the problem, and also exhibited some analogies
with carliet debate surrounding solar wind theory, Hydro-
dynamic models are evidently avpropriale at low altitudes
where collisions are important, while a kinetic approach is ap-
propriate in collisionless regions, the two approaches being of
course complementary rather than contradictory, Certain
quantitative refinements involving ionization rates and neu-
tral atmosphere models have recently been introduced by
Raitt el al, [1978], with particular attention to helium escape.
The emphasis of the present paper will be on H* and 0 +
 es-
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cape and the accidentally resonan+ charge exchange chemistry
which couples these two ions and their neutral atoms.
The hydrodynamic approach has been applied to a polar
ionosphere of H*, Ile", 0", and e° by BH, who performed a
steady Stale calcuimion using continuity and riomentunl
equations for each species. The equations used describe verti-
cal motions taking account of sources and losses of ionization,
charge erah Inge chemistry, and ion-ion, ion-neutral friction.
Electron in ttia is ignored, and ions and electrons are as-
sumed isothermal except that separate electron and ion tem-
peratures are specified, Pressure is taken to be isotropic and to
obey a simple gas law, The neutral atmosphere is described
with the model of M. Nicolet et al. (unpublished manuscript,
1969). A dipolar B dependence is used to describe the varia-
tion of flux tube cross section with altitude, and the plasma
pressure at great altitudes is assumed to be sufficiently low as
to force a transonic solution for the light species H +, lie". The
result of the calculation is a specification of n,(z) and u,(z) for
up to —1 R,, and where j enumerates ail species.
The results of their calculation can be summarized as fol-
lows; A large escape flux of H + occurs amoutAing to over
l0"H'/cm2 s. Escape fluxes of He + and O* are much smaller
(by 10-1 and 10 1 , respectively) Most importantly for the
present work, a large upward flux of O* (>10"/cm 2 s) occurs
at altitudes below --600 km which, through charge exchange
on neutral H, supplies the esc;tping H* flux. It may reasonably
be inferred that the ionosphere has a built-in obstacle to the
escape of O" in the form of a neutral hydrogen component
which tends to neutralize any upward flowing O +. This result
tends to make the observations of escaping O+ cited earlier
very difficult to understand.
Wherever the vertical flows are slow enough (much less
than the smallest scale height per charge exchange period),
charge exchange equilibrium will be maintained, implying
that (tint]
n(H") - _11(
R;,-)
to
n(O +) " 8n(0) 
where the n are number densities and Tn, T, are neutral and
ion temperatures, This condition is satisfied in the BH model
below ~600 kill, where n(0) drops below n(H) (the `H, O
crossover level) aad O+ is converted to H + , One might sus-
pect that a lower 11 density .rnight shift the equilibrium in fa-
vor of O+, but this is not the case, It must be borne in mind
that the polar wind H + escape is driven by the thermal energy
of the ions (though it is crucially aided by the 0+-e-' gravita-
tional separation E field), Normal thermal escape of 0 + is
very small. BH have modeled the low H case by considering a
higher than normal temperature neutral atmosphere. Figure I
shows model neutral H atmospheres used by BH and best cur.
rent models from Tinsley (1974), with neutral O crossover lev-
els indicated by dots. A modest temperature increase can
dearly produce a dramatic decrease in H above 250 km, due
to increased neutral H escape. The result is a reduced source
and hence escape of H*. This reduces the demand for and
hence the flux of O+, The charge exchange region moves up-
ward to the new n(H), and n(0) crossover level, and O i' es-
cape is still small, The combination of gravitational and
chemical obstacles would appear to effectively prevent steady
O* escape, regardless of forces imposed at altitudes above the
n(0) 
—n(H) level where H I is produced.
However, it seems reasonable to inquire whether the iono-
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Fig. I. Model neutral hydrogen atmospheres for altitudes above
200 kill, for three temperatures, Profiles from Dunks and !Holzer
1,969G) are marked 011. Those from Tinsley 119741 are marked T.
Rough scale heights are indicated on profiles which are nearly straight
lines, and the altitudes at which neutral 0 (scale height —70 km) falls
below neutral 11 are indicated with dots.
spheric escape can be driven out of charge exchange equilib-
rium so as to favor O* escape by application of acceleration at
altitudes where the O+ upflux exists. Auroral acceleration is
known to impart energies far in excess of ionospheric thermal
energies, thus violating many of the conditions for hydro-
dynamic flow. As a rt-feans of investiga ..:g lww=altitude accel-
eration effects, the equation of motion will be ignored and t11e
dynamics regarded as a. free parameter, Only a simplified con-
tinuity equation for O* will be considered,
ION ESCAPE; FROM .A CHARGE EXCitANGING
ATMOSMIE'R.G
[n this section the ion dynamics will be parameterized in
terms of a specified vertical velocity profile vj(z). A continuity
equation for some initial upward flux of O + under the action
of forces appropriate to produce v,(z) will be written including
the effects of charge exchange loss and gain due to collisions
of the O* with H and the fast O thus produced with ambient
H*. Later, the solution obtained to this equation will be eval-
uated for some simple assumed upward velocity profiles.
The,,  steady state continuity equation for vertical ion trans-
port in a plane parallel atmosphere is appropriate here in view
of the long times over which Q* is observed to vary in the
magnetosphere and the fact that most of the charge exchange
occurs below 1000 km. It is
dJo. = Q — L
dz
where Jo+ - no v,. It is assumed that the z axis is parallel to
the magnetic field, which will be assumed essentially vertical,
thus restricting this analysis to a high-latitude situation. A
term which accounts for field line divergence with altitude has
been ignored here, since its effect is to account for geometri-
cally produced changes in Jo+ which are not of concern here.
All sources and sinks of O + other than charge exchange will
be taken to be in balance everywhere. Neutral hydrogen is
present with number density ri ll , protons with density n t ,+, and
the cross sections for the forward and reverse reactions O +
 +
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T
Il m 0 + H+ are taken as a and a„ respectively. Continuity
then demands
dJ,,.
--n t1 (avino. + tt11.(a.v)110dz
Only the fast 0 produced by charge exchange of the initial 0+
Aux (J, - (no.v,),) can become k .—Ource of 0 + flux by reverse
charge exchange. Hence the appropriate oxygen number dcn-
sity for the third (source) term is given by
Olovd - J, ° Oro-v,)
The factor (av) indicates the product of a and the root square
sum of ion thermal, neutral thermal, and ion-ncutral trans-
lation speeds,
Defining f+ w J,,,jJ„ the equation for continuity becomes
V, Lz =—nli(av)f++ntl.(a,0(1--f +)
Solution of this radiative transfer type equation is simplified if
one defines a charge exchange depth by analogy with optical
depth:
T 
	
1111(av) dz
o	 vx
In radiative transfer the ratio v,/v is usually taken out of the
integral as a cosine factor. However, since it is desired to allow
for an ion pitch angle which may vary with z, this factor will
be retained in the integral here, Note that T represents an at-
tenuation depth measured along the path of an 0 + ion in es-
caping from an initial height z, l to large altitudes. With an ad-
ditional definition,
till, (a,v)
nu(ov)
the continuity equation becomes
(If7
rlT
^ ^f*(l +10+It'
Here x' is properly viewed as it function of altitude. A closed
form solution does exist and may be integrable for certain
simple forms of )t^z). Proper calculation of 1v requires consid-
eration of the continuity and dynamics of H'", which in the
calculation of BH had its major source in the O +-H charge ex-
change. It can be argued from them results that upward escape
of H + occurs so rapidly that H + densities remain very low and
w never becomes large enough to influence the final result for
0+, This may be seen as follows: In the case iv = constant, the
solution for f+(0) a l is
f + = t!' I + le,
+tv^ w
This in fact is not a bad approximation, since H*' and H have
quite similar altitude distributions above 400 km in the BH re-
sults. The solution has the appropriate properties for small
and large T, i.e., f+(0) = 1 and f+(-) —+ w/(1 + w). Small f+
at high altitudes, as found for the polar wind, carries the im-
plication then of small w. In fact, n il . may be seen to be much
smaller than n,, in the'BH results. The source term in the con-
tinuity equation is evidently kept small by rapid upward loss
of H +, even when no external force assists in H+ transport. As
more 0+ survives, the main source of II* is removed, and the
0+ source term due to the reverse reaction becomes even
smaller, For small w the solution for 0 + survival when gravi-
tational escape is assured by external forces is just the ft action
of initial 0+ flux remaining after charge exchange tors:
!i = e r
Here, T is the charge exchange depth encountered between
some starting altitude and a higher observation point.
Clearly, the amount of 0 + escaping from the atmosphere un-
der the described dynamical conditions is sensitively depen-
dent on T. it remains to determine how T may vary in response
to hypothetical dynamic situations.. This requires assumptions
about the form of v,(z).
PARALI,t:h AccELERATION
The simplest possible assumption for I ,,(z) is that it is a con-
stant which is imprsed by some initial impulsive acceleration
and maintained against gravity by some continuing force,
This is a very good approximation to a situation including a
low-altitude piasn"a double layer and a useful idealization of a
situation involving a distributedver'ical potential drop which
extends to low altitude, In such a cap:,
{ot2 r^	 (av)
T =
	
J 11, 1 d: "	 N11
t"a	 t)	 i,
with Nil the column density of neutral hydrogen above the ac-
celeration lower edge. In terms of an assumed exponential at-
mosphere tilt : noe F' r'; T Al zp/z„ where z, 	 "
defines a `charge exchange survival height.' Appreciable 0+
escape then requires z, ^ zp, i.e., T S 1. That such is not the
case in the calculation of BH may be seen by substitution of
appropriate values: Nil	 10 14 (it,, — 1,4 X 101, z„ — 750 km),
P, 2 X 10" cm/s, 00 - 4.3 X 10"'"" (Tll + 7o,/16 + 1.2 X
10 _ "v,2 ) 1 i$ — 1.3 X 10_ y with T„ - 750°K, To. - 3000°K. The
result for z, is —11O km yielding T = 6,6 and an 0'" survival
fraction .-10'', in rough accord with the complete physical
model,
This result indicates the conditions tinder which an cppre-
ciable fraction of the terrestrial ion escape Aux can be O+.
Fimt, an externally imposed accelerating force must overcome
the gravitational confinement (10 cV is required for 0*'),
Next, the charge exchange depth of H must be reduced to a
state of 'optical thinness,' This can be accomplished in one or
both of two ways: (1) a reduction of the neutral hydrogen col-
umn density above the H. 0 crossover altitude or (2) a reduc-
tion of (av)/v, by acceleration at or below that level.
The first of these possibilities involves an alteration of the
neutral hydrogen atmosphere. Tinsley [1974] has reviewed
current knowledge of the hydrogen 'geocorona' and its varia-
bility. Polar wind H + loss may in time deplete neutral H. The-
oretical models predict that the column density above 250 km
is tremendously variable with (isothermal) temperature due to
escape of fast neutrals (refer to Figure 1). Drops of an order of
magnitude result from a temperature rise by only a factor of 2,
Storm activity is expected to dominate the auroral ionosphere
energy budget producing strong heating at low altitudes.
However, Tinsley notes optical measurements indicating max-
imum column density reduction below 450 km of ^-40rb.
Heating and escape of topside hydrogen may be washed out
by flows from other altitudes and latitudes. In any case, with-
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out imposed demand for ions (upward acceleration), a reduc.
tion of Nt , simply reduces the Ii* escape flux and hence de•
mand for O*, so that no increase in O* escape results,
The second possibility is more amenable to analysis, It
could be effected by a dependence of a on v or an increase in
v,. figure 2 has been constructed using the BH expression
given above and cross-section measurements for keV 0* cited
by Tinsley 119761 as indicated, In Figure 2, 00 has been
plotted versus the energy with which 0* approaches cold neu-
tral 1't target atoms, though in fact neutral and ion thermal
speeds must be root .square summed with ion translation
speed. The BH expression assumes o is constant with energy,
and the keV measurements suggest that a has at most a weak
energy dependence (^-v ' 16 or E^ ous), An expression for T(v,)
may now be written, which is for the BH cross section:
4,3 X 10" " (T, t + Tom,,/IG l,2 X 10- " v,:)ltx
T °^ Nu ^,^..	 - ^^	 v
This and the corresponding relation for the kcV measurement
extrapolation have boon plotted in Figure 3 versus the 0* en-
ergy corresponding to v,. In both cases, Nit has been taken as
IQ'« cm ~. Both curves decrease with E, for E, below the then-
teal energy of -0.1 eV, where they reach a value near unity
and begin to saturate between unity and 03. Increased ther-
mal energies have the eflcct of raising the left end of the
curves while leaving the right ends stationary, as indicated,
The entire curves stove upward or downward in proportion to
the hydrogen column density N, as indicated at center. The
curves demonstrate that the ionosphere considered by BH will
nppear'oplic,alfy` thin to 0" dons c,cap)ng with tr. nslation en-
orgy comparable to or larger than their thermal energy, i,c„
those escaping with small pitch angles. Hence an acceleration
mechanism which can produce supersonic O* outflow at alti-
tudes below the crossover of neutral O and 1 .1 densities can to-
tally alter the composition of the escaping ion flux. A surpris-
ing aspect of this result is that only a relatively small upward
energixation (by auroral standards) is needed, provided con-
tinucd forcing at least maintains the outflow against gravita-
tion.
The most obvious iechanism for such a process is the mag-
netic field aligned (parallel) electric field thought responsible
for downwal d electron acceleration [Evans, 1974], However,
the distribution orsuch parallel electric fields (E 0 ) at low alti-
tudes is subject to great uncertainty due to a lack of either ob-
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Fig. 3. Charge exchange depth or the hydrogen atmosphere at a
column density depth of 10 14 cart ^ as a function of O* energy for two
types of ion acceleration. E is the upward translation energy to the
parallel acceleration case, the initial transverse energy imparted to the
ion in the transverse acceleration case,
servations or models of their behavior below —2000 knt.
Clearly, a very small fraction of the inferred several kV poten-
tial drop can be of importance. It is in the altitude range of in.
terest (200--2000 knt) that vertical current conduction makes a
transition from resistive to collisionless behavior. If the E b is
associated with the collisionless regime, penetration of E ii to
low altitudcs may be enhanced by depletions of topside ioni-
zation and/or neutrals, Plasma depletions have been observed
at auroral and subauroral latitudo [Taylor et at., 1975; Rao eP
rrl„ 1978, Roble et al., 19711, notably in association with mag-
netic activity. Further observational and theoretical work on
the variability and conduction properties of uhis transition re-
gion is clearly needed to assess the importance of Eu pene-
tration down to charge exchange altitudes,
TRANSVI.RSt: ACCL•I,ERATION
It is of great interest whether the transverse acceleration by
ion cyclotron waves proposed to account for observed conical
ion pitch tingle distributions can also successfully overcome
gravitational and charge exchange barriers hindering 0' re-
moval. It is immediately clear that (1) again, the acceleration
must occur below the 1.1, O crossover level to have access to
the low-altitude O* source; (2) the acceleration must occur in
a time much shorter than the local charge ,exchange collision
period [rt t ,(oOl' — 50 s for BH parameters, Next, the ion
charge exchange depth must be evaluated for 0 + ions escap-
ing under the influence of the magnetic mirror force nrict grav-
itation. With the following assumptions, (1) da/dE = 0,
(2) ri ll = noo-l"o, (3)13 is parallel to g and Y, (4) there is dipole
JBI variation with altitude, and (5) ions are rapidly accelerated
to En and have vanishing initial vertical bulk flow, the result
for z (see appendix for derivation) is
P`'T ,: aNlt [l 
­,j (Ee1E.,o)]`5
Energy tout
Fig. 2. Charge exchange cross sections for the reaction of0 + + t1
—+ O + ii i' as a function of energy with which O+ approaches H. The
upper line corresponds to an extrapolation of low-energy values un-
der the assumption of constant o, The lower curve is an extrapolation
of measurements given by Tinsley 11975) for keV energies, suggesting
o --E=OOs
valid for p >> I, where p RF/zO and is expected to be of or-
der 6,5. E,,O is the initial transverse energy, E, is the O+ escape
energy X 10 eV, and a, Nil have their usual meaning. This
function has a singularity for E,o - j E,, due to the impossibi-
lity of gravitational escape for E,„ at or below that level, The
behavior is plotted vcrsu:; E in Figure 3. For larger energies
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the charge exchange depth drops abruptly to approximately
unity for 011 parameters, where it levels out. This mechanism
thussutt'ers a disadvantage by a factor oforder 2.5 compared
with the parallel acceleration case in the limit of large acceler-
atic , Moreover, a larger threshold exists for transverse accel-
eration, since the ful! escape energy must be provided at once.
Heating of O* at rates slower than 10 eV/min merely hastens
their loss by charge exchange, producing fast neutral 0. The
fast neutral 0 may transfer energy to neutral H and thus alter
its distribution, as discussed above. However, with heating
rates much larger than 10 eV/min, occurring w altitudes be-
low the El. U crossover level, the magnetic mirror force can
convert an appreciable fraction of the transverse energy to up-
ward translation so that the charge exchange depth drops to
approximately unity and O* escapes without much loss.
One problem with this mechanism is the low altitude at
which it must operate for the ionospheric parameters of BH
(H, O crossover at --600 knt). Kindel and Kennel [19711 have
found that the critical current density for ion cyclotron wave
growth reaches very high values of 10 4 to 10" 2 A/m' at 400
km. They identified ionospheric variability as crucial to the
minimum altitude at which waves become ,destabilized by a
given current density. The waves are unstab a when a critical
electron-ion drift is exceeded, Le,, above an attitude which de-
creases with decreasing electron number density (or increasing
current density). Their results indicate that wave growth at
400 km can occur only for the extreme case of an ionospheric
trough condition with a current of 160 µA/m2, Such condi-
tions may occur during major magnctic storms. However, it
stiff remains to show whether ion transverse heating rates are
sufficient to reduce the 0* charge exchange depth, a task
which is beyond the scope of this paper. Heating rates of 10-
150T,/ion/s obtained by Drummond and Rosenbluth [19621,
Ryan et at (19741, and Palmadessa et al. [ 1974] and cited by
Uugstrup e. al, 119791 appear to be ample; and the observa-
tions of Whalen el at [ 19781 indicate that such heating can oc-
cur at 400-000 lint it. the expansive phase of a substorm.
CONCLUSIONS
The notion that high-latitude ionospheric escape flux com-
position may be influenced by the interaction of ion dynamics
and charge exchange chem istry has been explored for an H'',
0*, e , ionosphere. The polar wind model of Bank-sand Holzer
[1969b] for the thermal escs l)e of plasma and observations of
very nonthermal ion escape have been used as guides. A
simple description of ion continuity with arbitrarily imposed
dynamics has been used to argue that
1. Apprecianle steady escape of 0* 'front the ionosphere
requires ion ace; leration at attitudes below that where the
neutral O density falls rapidly below the neutral H density
and the ionospheric O +
 source is converted by charge ex-
change to H*, This level is normally in the 500- to 1000-km
range, according to atniosph r.ric .models. The acceleration is
rcquired both to overcome the gravitational confinement of
0* and to violate charge exchange equilibrium so that the
neutral H atmosphere appears 'optically' thin to escaping 0*,
2, parallel vertical acceleration to X0.1 eV will suffice if
continued forcing insures gravitational escape. Such contin-
ued forcing is automatic if a kilovolt parallel potential drop
exists.
3, Transverse acceleration must occur at a rate much
larger than 0.2 eV/ion/s in order that gravitational and
charge exchange barriers be overcome. Rates still larger than
this will not achieve much additional increase in O+. escape,
The transverse acceleration must stop as soon as the ion be-
gins to move rapidly upward.
4. Repletion of the neutral H atmosphere by heating and/
or escape rxay play a crucial role by (a) raising the 11, 0 cross-
over level so that 0' persists to higher altitudes where acceler.
ation mechanisms are known to be cperative and (b) decreas.
ing the 11 column density above the level where acceleration
begins.
S. Depletion of the topside thermal plasma may alterna-
tively serve as an 0* 'throttle' by lowering the region where
acceleration occurs,
This analysis shows that ionospheric charge exchange
chemistry is an important factor which can effect strong mod-
ulation of ionospheric escape flux composition by interaction
with low-altitude acceleration processes. Resonant prcfcrer,^
tial acceleration of a particular ion species need not occur for
this modulation to be effective,  and this mechanism may mask
effects of such selecti ,,e acceleration by consuming the accel-
crated ions to produce fast neutrals, It can easily be appreci-
ated that an analysis of a more complex ionosphere contain-
ing NO* or other ions should reveal other interesting effects
due to changes of chemistry with varying dynamics. These re-
sults point to a bona fide interaction between magnetosphere
and ionosphere which can potentially in0vence the oxygen
chemistry of the ionosphere over storm or solar cycle time
scales and that of the atmosphere over geologic time scales.
Determination of the relative importance of plasma and neu-
tral depletion or of low-altitude acceleration requires a better
understanding of ionospheric response to magnetic activity
and of parallel current conduction in the topside ionosphere.
Additional observations of do fields, waves, and particles in
the altitude range from 500 to 1500 km, i.e., above current
rocket or radar altitudes and below most satellite altitudes,
would be most helpful. A desirable theoretical goal would be
an extension of polar wind theory to situations with vertical
currents and particle acceleration to well above thermal
energies.
Ai PI NDIX: CHARGE, EXCsI1ANQt, DLPTi1 FOR
TRANSVERSELY ACCGLC:RATCD IONS
Beginning with (lie definition for charge exchange depth,
°° (ay)
r ^	 u(z) dz
d	 ^x
and expressing in terms cos 0, where 1 is taken parallel to B so
0 is the ion pitch angle; and u, the 'target atom' number den-
sity, is taken to be it nue"111o, we have, with the change of
variable t = z/zo,
T - aN f m di e"'/cos 0
0
Now cos 0 = [I + (v,,2/v=2)]-11. A dipolar field is appropriate
at altitudes of interest, so that
2	 2 B	
I f ro
Vy — t"xo	 = v^u
	
Ro 	 r
Here, r„ is the geocentric radius at which ions are accelerated
to initial transverse speed v,,,. To get v, 2, we assume that 13 - g
= 1 and write an effective potential for field-aligned motion
under the influence of gravity and the magnetic mirror force,
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Mere, go is thr acceleration of gravity at file starting radius ro,
and 0,i is chosen such that 0, - 0 there:
0, °nl fi^rd °1 rr', - 1rrtv,,nI I 
a (ra
 ^I
At r > ro, E*,+ 4,, - 0 expresses vertical energy conservation
f,- e ions with v, - 0 at ro. Thus
VIA
and
 2 1 1
	 1
a' (ra/r)'	 4►
cos U	 I h 
►'.tu2 I I " (r01r)'J--2g0r0[ I --(ra/r)1 I
with file substitutions r • ra + z, t *+ z/zo, P wi ro/zo, so that z is
measured from r t , some manipulation of the expression for T
gives	
r
T - oN
J
 ^(1te'(I -	 (t+t/p)'
o	 H2ryra/v ta')(I w P/t) I i
Expanding this for small t/p and retaining terms to first order
only, one obtains
r a aN J	 (It e t 1(3 -. 4i+. ►a^r^ tee
a 	 t',.u2 Ir
valid for p large, or
141 10
 /2)	 triesT=ON 
3F "- (2E,/3E,o))r.2 , trN1, = (2E,/3E.to)a1e1
where r, - 1/2 nr y z = ing,)ro is the gravitational escape en-
ergy from radius r,,, E,0 is the initial transverse ion energy,
and N is the column density of target atoms above rot; p is the
ratio of ro, to the target atone settle height and is expected to be
larger than 5,
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A Nike-Tomahawk rocket was launched north over two quiet, late evening auroral arcs in Minch 1975.
A northward magnetic disturbance was observed on the ground under the rocket trajectory, South of the
arcs the northward electric field was 40 mV/m, indicating strong westward plasnut flow. An eastward
clectrojet current layer was penetrated in the upward flight. Precipitating electrons were observed over
each arc. The electric field decreased to below 20 mV/ni over each arc and recovered to 50 tnV/in be-
tween the arcs. Using the observed electron flux and it model of the ionosphere, the Ilall and Pedersen
conductivities were calculated. These conductivities were used, with the observed electric field, to calcu-
late the eastward and northward components of the horizontal ionospheric currents, 'The eastward cur-
rent calculated soutlt of the first arc agreed well with the observed eastward elcctrojet current. The power
dissipated by the Pedersen current .`7i,i6iz was also calculated and compared with file power carried by
the precipitating electrons.'rhe Joule power decreased abruptly in the auroral arcs, as the precipitating
electron power increased. The total dissipated power was approximately the same inside the ores, be-
tween them, and south of the luminosity. North of tho aurora the electric field and dissipated power re
inained low. Ficldsaligned currents carried by the observed electrons were about a factorof 3 lower than
those inferred frori the magnetic field nicasurenients, Likewise, current continuity arguments to keep the
auroral current system divergence free required a larger field-aligned current than that obtained from the
particle deteetois,
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INTRODUCTION
Plasma in the ionosphere drifts toward the west in the eve-
ning auroral oval under the influence of a northward electric
field, In the lower ionosphere, near i 10-km altitude, where file
positive ions are retarded by collisions, (lie westward electron
motion constitutes an eastward ionospheric current, A region
of eastward drifting plasma is sometimes observed, to the
north of the westward drill, with all westward iono-
spheric current [Afnynard, 1974]. Discrete, quiet, auroral arcs
are also observed in the late evening close to the region of
plasma flow reversal [Kamide and Rostoker, 1977].
Evans et at, [1177] and Maynard el al, [1977] reported on
electric fields and ionospheric currents, observed by rocket,
near an auroral arc at the northern edge of the westward
plasma flow, We report here on it very similar rocket flight
over lute evening auroral arcs. Arnold)) and Lewis [1977] have
desct ibed the electron measurements on this flight and have
shown that they can be used to predict the auroral light in-
tensity. In this report we will describe measurements of elec-
tric fields, ionospheric currents, and field-aligned currents in
and near the arcs and will discuss the spatial relations between
the arcs, the electric field, and the currents.
i .present address: Space Science Center, University of Minnesota,
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455,
a Present address: TRW Systems Group, Redondo Beach, Califor-
nia 90278.
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INSTRUMENTATION
The payload included instruments to measure the electric
field and the magnetic field, (in order to detect electrical cur-
rents) as well as the electron flux and the auroral light. Elec-
tric double probes were extended, on booms perpendicular to
the spin axis, to a separation distance of 3 m. As the booms ro-
fated in the electric field plus i-k-P from rocket motion, a si-
nusoidal signal wits generated which yielded the field ampli-
tude and direction. The electric field perpendicular to R was
obtained, assuming G parallel to Y to be zero, after removing
the v X B component, The estimated accuracy of an individ-
ual measurement of E was d:5 mV/m and t5 1 , for a north-
ward field of 50 mV/m. The sensitivity to changes in this field
was 2 mV/m and 2°.
Changes in magnetic field, observed as the rocket passed
through electrical current sheets, allowed detection ,and mea-
surement of these sheets. A proton precession magnetometer,
which provides total field magnitude measurements, was
flown to detect east-west horizontal ionospheric current sheets
(clectrojet currents). These sheets produce north-south mag-
netic fields H of order 100 nT. Such fields have components H
cos I parallel to the earth's field (55,000 nT), where I, the field
inclination, is 77° at Poker Flat, Changes in the parallel com-
ponents can be observed as changes in total field magnitude.
The proton magnetometer had an effective sensitivity, limited
by rocket magnetic field and by signal noise, of about 10 nT,
North-south ionospheric current sheets or field-aligned cur-
rent sheets produce east-west rn,pn%l Welds D, perpendicular
to the earth's Geld and therefore re.ulting in small magnitude
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The period of flight 18:165 is denoted by the bar under the I/ trace,
The approximate quiet time base levels or !!, D, and Z arcs shown by
dashed tines,
changes, — 0. tiT, not observable with the proton magnetom-
eter,
In order to observe more easily the relatively small changes
in magnitude of order 10 nT, due to passage through current
sheets, in the presence of much larger changes in magnitude
of order 1000 nT, due to the inverse cube decrease of the
earth's field with altitude, it wits necessary to calculate the
earth's field magnitude along the trajectory and to subtract
this from the observations. Possible errors in the trajectory
could produce a cumulative error in the difference magnitude
AFT as large as 100 nT on the downleg. Of course, it was the
change in Alf on passing through the relatively thin clectrojet
current sheet that was essential to the current measurement
and not the absolute accuracy of At7,
A sensitive flux gate magnetometer was mounted per-
pendicular to the spin axis to detect changes in the cast mag-
netic field component due to field-aligned current sheets
CKinfner et ni., 19741. The times, twice per spin, when the
transverse flux gate magnetometer (TFM) was perpendicular
to the spire plane field component, 25,000 nT, were mca-
wed with an uncertainty of t0.1 ms, Since the spin rate
above 120 kill was nearly constant, the perpendicular times
could also be predicted. Penetration of a field-aligned current
sheet, with resulting changes in the east magnetic field com-
ponent, would change the direction of the spin plane magnetic
field and thus cause a cumulative deviation of the observed
perpendicular times from those predicted. A slow decrease in
the spin rate during the flight, slow changes in direction of tie
earth's field along the trajectory, and periodic variations due
to rocket precession were modeled, and the record was cor-
rected for these effects. After smoothing to decrease random
fluctuations we estimated that tin east component change
greater than 200 nT, associated with it current sheet less than
100 kill thick, could be detected, Smaller or more gradual
changes could not be clearly identified, since they might be
Clue to itncertainties in modeling, The component of T) along
the rocket spin axis wits also measured, These measurements
agreed with the proton magnetometer results, considering the
tingle between the spin axis and the magnetic field. They were
useful in determining the spin axis direction but did not con-
tribute to the determination of the current sheets, The axial
measurements will `therefore not be discussed in this report,
Tito electron flux and auroral light measurements have
been described by Arnoldt, and Louis (1977], Electrons be-
tween 25 eV and 15 keV were measured with energy resolu-
tion of 10% and flux resolution of 10' (cin' s sr keV)- 1 , The
lower energy limit to the electron measurement is difficult to
specify, since it depends on the unmeasured rocket potential.
The 25-cV estimate is conservatively high, Auroral light mea-
surements were estimated to Im accurate to within t kR for
the data shown.
LAuwn CONDITIONS
Flight 18;165 was launched from the Poker Flat Rocket
Range, Alaska, in local evening, on March 18, 1975. There
was u positive magnetic bay (90 nT at launch) and two quiet
auroral arcs to the north (Figures i and 2). The flight lasted
over 440 s (0827-0834 U'C), traveled 270 km north on mag-
netic azimuth 4 p west, and reached 224-kn1 peak altitude, The
spin rate after 100 s was 4.75 rps; there was it 49-s precession
with half angle 2.4°; and the angular momentum vector was
approximately in the magnetic meridian, 16' north of vertical
and 29 p from the magnetic field, The magnetic local time tit
launch was —2100.
OBSERVATIONS
The auroral arcs shown in Figure 2 were clearly visible in
the .Ester Dome and Fort Yukon meridian scanning photome-
ter records. In addition, auroral photometers mounted on the
rocket allowed measurement of auroral light, looking directly
down the magnetic field line below the rocket, once during
each spin period (Figure 3), Tile energy flux of precipitated
electrons was 10 ergs crn -'s 1 over the first arc and reached 20
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Fig. 3. Particle energy flux and auroral light, (top) The energy
11ux of precipitating electrons (a few electron volts to 15 kcV) is shown
together with the energy of it high energy peak in the electron spec-
trum. (middle) The auroral light intensity as seen by on board pho-
tometers looking directly down the magnetic field line is shown. (hot-
toni) The auroral light intensity on the rocket field lines as observed
by meridian scanning photometers at Fort Yukon and Caster Dome.
This figure is it corrected version of Figure 3 of eirnoldy and Lewis
119771, where the measured energy flux over the second are is in error.
over the second, while the spectral peak in the electron energy
spectrum was less than 5 keV for the first arc and over 10 keV
for the second, The two arcs were clearly associated with 'in-
verted V structures, The spectral peak moved beyond the en-
ergy range of the detectors for the second arc. Calculations us-
ing lice measured spectra during this time will therefore
represent lower limits.
In Figure 4 the electric field is compared with the electron
energy flux, showing that the field magnitude dropped
abruptly as the rocket passed over the arcs where the energy
flux was greatest. At the beginning of the flight the field mag-
nitude was relatively high, over 60 mV/m, and pointed ap-
proximately toward magnetic north. As the magnitude
dropped over the first auroral arc, the direction rotated toward
the northwest. Between the arcs the field recovered to 50 mV/
m. The field magnitude remained low (-5-15 mV/m) as the
rocket passed over the intense arc, with direction generally in
the southeast. After 310 s the magnitude increased slowly to
20 mV/m, and the direction returned to northwest. Observa-
tions of plasma flow velocity with the Chatanika radar during
the (light allowed all determination of the cicc-
tric field. The radar was pointed, in sequence, toward the
magnetic.north, northwest, and northeast. Measurement inter-
vals, along each beam direction, ware chosen to provide line-
of-sight plasma drill velocity components at 190-km altitude
at three points along a line 170 km north of Chatanika {R,
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Fig. 4. The electric field magnitude, north component and cast
component, all in millivolts per meter, measured with the double
probe electric field meter on 18:165. The v X B field has been sub-
tracted. The abrupt decreases in fat 130 and 200 s occur Its the rocket
enters the regions of intense electron energy flux, precipitated energy
flux is shown as it
Vondrak, private communication. 1975), The locations,
shown in Figure; 2, were just north of the bright are, The ve-
locity components, measured in the interval 0822 to 0833 UT,
were used to determine the electric field, 18 mV/m north and
4 mV/m west, The rocket measurement, north of the bright
are (350-390 s) was 15 mV/m north and 8 mV/m west. The
agreement between the two measurements was good, consid-
ering that the radar meastrement was an average over space
and time.
The College magnetogram (Figure. 1) indicated an eastward
electrojet current with the current center north of College.
The Fort Yukon magnetogram for the same period showed
that the electrojet center was to the south of that station. Fig-
ure 5 shows the magnetic field magnitude, measured with it
proton magnetometer during the flight, after subtracting the
internal reference field. The 160-nT decrease from 70 to 110 s
was caused by penetration of the eastward electrojet current
layer, while the relatively slow return of the magnitude to zero
from 300 to 400 s suggested that the electrojet was not directly
penetrated on the downward portion of the flight. The magni-
tude change, 160 nT, corresponds to a horizontal component
H change of 700 nT,
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Fig. 5, Magnetic signature of the eastward electrojet. The magni-
tude of the earth's internal field has been subtracted from the proton
precession magnetometer record to emphasize the field changes due to
ionospheric currents, The abrupt change between 70 and 110 s in-
dicates passage upward through an eastward directed electrical cur-
rentsheLt. The absence of  similar abrupt transition in the downward
flight record suggests that the rocket came down to the north of the
electrojet northern boundary.
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In addition to the eastward clectrojet current, field-aligned
currents carried by electrons (a few electron volts to 15 keV)
were measured, as shown in Figure 6. The net field-aligned
current was calculated from the measured upward and down-
ward electron }luxes. The upward (conventional) current den-
sity over the weaker arc, 4 X 10 x4 A/ ma, was about twice that
over the more intense arc, 2 X W-1 A/m 2 , The average cur-
rent over the 100-kni-thick current sheet was 2.5 X 10' AW,
This should produce it total transverse (cast to west) field
change of 320 nT. The direct particle measurements of field.
aligned currents were supplemented by sensitive measurement
of the direction of the magnetic field component per-
pendicular to the rocket spin axis by the transverse flux gate
magnetometer. The cumulative change, between 150 and 300
s flight time, in the time, each spin, of observing the transverse
magnetic field was 2,6 X 10" 1 s and wits equivalent to a
change (cast to west) in magnetic field of over 1000 nT, as
shown in Figure 6. Assuming this field change resulted from
penetration of tin upward flowing field-aligned current sheet
(extending east-west) 100 km thick, the (uniform) current den-
sity was 
—8 X 10`- A/m3:
JI
 I = AB` A}r A/ms
where AB,.,, is the change in the cast component shown in
Figure 6 and Ay is the sheet thickness, This measurement of
field-aligned current gives a result about 3 times greater than
the particle measurements. The disagreement between the two
techniques for measuring field-aligned current could be due to
errors in the modeling or to field-aligned current carried by
ions or thermal electrons not measured by the particle detec-
tors,
rr%CULATIONS
Height-integrated Hale ,.,nd Pedersen conductivities are
shown in Figure 7, These were calculated using the incoming
measured electron flux, the neutral model atmosphere of Rees
et al. [1977], the temperature profile of Jones and Rees [1973],
and the ion composition of an auroral are given by Rees and
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Fig, 6, Field-aligned current front flux and magnetic
measurements. The difTerence between upward and downward mov-
ing electrons is a net downward electron flux. This constitutes the up-
ward electrical current density shown in the bottom panel, The flight
photometer record (5577 A) is also plotted to show the relation of
field-nligned current to the auroral arcs. In the top panel the change
in the eastward magnetic field component, as deduced from the trans-
verse flux gate measurements, is shown.
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Fig, 7. Height-integrated Hall and Pedersen conductivities calcu-
lated from the precipitating electron flux,
Walker [1968], First the electron production rate q(Z) result-
ing from the electron flux impinging on the atmosphere at
each altitude level was calculated according to the work of
Rees [ 19631. Equation l in Rees's paper was modified to apply
to a measured directional intensity of electrons AE), as fol-
lows:
q(Z) a 27r f d2 f `^­ z J(E) sin d cos 0 40dE
e 
where the ratio qz/F is equation I of Rees [ 1963], using the
isotropic, normalized energy dissipation distribution function.
of that paper, The electron density was obtained from the pro-
duction rate under equilibrium conditions by using the effec-
tive recombination coefficients tabulated by Evans et al.
[1977], Finally, the collision frequencies and the Hall and
Pedersen conductivities were obtained as outlined by Evans et
at [ 1977]. Note in Figure 7 that the Pedersen conductivity 2y,
exceeds Lite Hall conductivity 2 ), for the first arc, The reverse
is true for the second and brighter arc, which is produced by
more energetic electrons that deposit their energy deeper in
the atmosphere.
One may calculate the Joule power dissipated by the iono-
spheric current component parallel to E from the calculated
Pedersen conductivity and the measured electric field as E,, E'
[Evans et al., 1977], This Joule power as it function of flight
time is given in Figure 8 along with the power carried into the
atmosphere by the precipitating electrons, The Joule power
decreased abruptly as the rocket moved over the aurora due to
the decrease in the electric field, while the precipitated power
peaked over the arcs, The sum of the two was about the same
over the arcs as between or south of them. Note that very little
power was present north of the auroral arcs, suggesting that a
natural boundary was crossed.
The horizontal electrical current can also be obtained by
using the calculated conductivities and the measured electric
field as Jnwh	 2,,E,torA, — No'jrjEeust and J..,, = 2.E „s, +
The calculated current components are shown in
Figure 9. In the lower section the eastward current density is
substantial, ^-0,6 A/m front to 110 s. It then decreases
steadily to —0.2 A/m at 140 s. This calculated component is
weak and erratic in the first auroral arc, recovers to 0.2 A/m
between arcs, and is weak and occasionally westward in the
se+:ond arc. The northward component in the upper section
continues at -0A A/m from 90 to 200 s through the first arc,
then decreases to —0.4 A/in at 280 s, It increases rapidly to 0.2
A/m at 310 s. The uncertainty in these calculated current den-
sities is principally due to the uncertainties in the ionosphere
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the eastward electrojet derived from the change in field mag-
nitude is 011/lto cos ! = 0,57 A/(m in the N-S direction), in
good agreement with the calculated value (front E
and calculated conductivit}) of 0.6 A/m at about the same lo-
cation (Figure 9). Encouraged by this agreement, we note that
the calculated eastward current density decreases to zero in
the first are, recovers to 0.2 A/m between arcs, and stays near
zero thereafter. These calculated results indicated that the
eastward electrojet is greatly reduced in the first arc, 80 km
north of Poker Flat, and terminated in the second arc, 175 km
north. A third indication of the electrojet extent is obtained
front magnetometers. Figure 10 shows Ail and AZ for
several observatories in the Alaskan sector; AH indicates an
eastward electrojet with maximum current near Poker Flat
and College, and AZ crosses zero just north of Poker Hat, in-
dicating the center of the electrojet current lies there. The
shape of All and AZ curves shows that the current is confined
to the region near Poker Flat with the northern edge near Fort
Yukon. The southern edge is less certain because of lack of
observations between College and Sitka. These ground men-
surements don't allow it determination of the northern
edge of the eastward electrojet, but they do support the rocket
magnetometer and the calculated results.
Our information about northward current conics solely
from the calculations. We had hoped the TFM measurements
could be used for these currents, but the rocket attitude
changes too rapidly below 120 km to allow reliable modeling.
The D component ground magnetometer results in Figure 1
(<25 nT at launch) indicate small and decreasing northward
current. The calculated value stays above 0A A/m, however,
until entry into the second arc 120 km downrange. For a wide
	 I
northward horizontal current sheet the D component below
the current sheet is D = p,)Jv/2 = 250 nT, 10 times the ob-
served D component on the ground, The discrepancy is prob-
ably due to the solenoidal nature of the meridional currents,
downward field-aligned currents south of 'Poker Flat, north-
ward curre7it south of the arcs, and upward field-aligned cur-
rents over tite arcs, with the magnetic field confined within the
solenoid,	 a
There have been many observations of field-aligned cur-
rents with polar-orbiting satellites and by rocket [Armstrong
and Zmuda, 1973; Potentra, 1979; Cloutier and Anderson,
1975]. Current densities from I to 10 ttA/m2 have been re-
TIME (sec)
rig, 8, power dissipation in the ionosphere, The energy per sec-
ond deposited by the precipitating electrons is highest in the auroral
tires. The Joule power is strongest outside the arcs where the electric
field is higher. The sum of these two decreases abruptly north of the
bright arc (300 s),
modeling. We estimate that the current densities may be in er-
ror by its much as :005o.
DISCUSSION
These rocket measurements provide an accurate com-
parison between the locations of several auroral zone features;.
the northern edge of the westward plasma flow, bands of in-
tense electron precipitation and the associated auroral arcs,
horizontal ionospheric electric currents, and field aligned cur-
rents, We emphasize that the auroral arcs and magnetic field
were very stable during the (light, so we interpret observed
changes as due to rocket passage through and over stationary
structures.
The two arcs were produced by observed faxes of energetic
electrops. elrnold)) and Lewis [1977] have shown that the au-
roral light can be predicted from the observed electron fluxes
and vice versa. Two field-aligned shoots of precipitating elec-
tron flux stretched front western to the eastern horizon
with bands of auroral light at the lower edges,
The electric field observations show that the auroral arcs
were imbedded in the northern edge of a strong westward
plasma flow, The decreases in the electric field over the au-
roral tires imply polarization charge layers at the edges of the
arcs. Similar decreases in electric field over auroral arcs were
seen in earlier :flights [Potter, 1970; Maynard et al., 19731,
Sometimes the electric field does not decrease over arcs, as,
for example, during a flight reported by .Kintner et al, [ 1974)
over a rapidly moving arc in auroral breakup. It appears that
only in stable, quiet arcs, like the evening arcs discussed here
or the similar arc reported by Maynard et al. [1977], are the
polarization charge layers established to reduce the electric
field.
We must rely on ground magnetic observations and the
electric field/conductivity calculations as well as rocket obser-
vations to deduce the distribution of the horizontal iono-
spheric currents, A strong eastward current layer is detected
by the proton magnetometer in the upward leg of the flight
(40-50 km downrange), while the current is weak or absent on.
the downward leg (280 290-kni range), This establishes that
the eastward electrojet terminated between 50 and 280 km
north of Poker Flat. The height-integrated current density for
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Fig, 9. Horizontal current calculated from electric field and con-
ductivity, The eastward current (JI,) in amps per meter; the integrated
current from top to bottom of the electrojet in a l-m-thick sheet,
aligned east-west) is the component that can be detected in the proton
precession magnetometer record,
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Fig, 10. Profile of the eastward electrojet as seen in the per-
turbations in the northward and vertical magnetic field components at
several Alaskan observatories, Uncertainties in determining these per-
turbations from ground tuagnetograms are about t20y.
ported, The rocket flight discussed here pnvided three meth-
ods of determining the field-aligned current. The current re-
sulting from the net flux of 25 Ev-15 kcV electrons over the
auroral arcs (2.5µA/m 2 average) is shown in :Figure 6 together
with the change in cast-west magnetic field. The field change
implies an average current of 8 µA/m2, Over the — 100-km-
thick sheet of upward current the integrated current density is
—
0,8 A/m. This agrees with the decrease, from F0.4 to —0.4
A/m, in the calculated northward current (Figure 9), Down-
ward field-aligned current is also implied by several increases
in northward current density, particularly from 280 to 310 s in
Figure 9. Since both the magnetic measurements and the di-
vergence of the northward ionospheric current give an up-
ward field-aligned current larger than the measured electron
current (25 eV-15 keV), we attempted to extrapolate the elec-
lrort measurements to tower and higher energies than those
measured. Starting with the measured electron flux at 25 eV,
the flux was extrapolated down to 0.1 cV, using a power law
decrease of flux with energy E"', The flux of these low-energy
electrons is assumed to be isotropic, equal intensities upward
and downward, However, in order to find the maximum pos-
sible current due to these unmeasured low energy electrons we
neglected the upward streaming electrons. This calculation
gave an additional upward current density of 2.5 AA/m 2. Ex-
trapolation upward in energy from 15 keV to 50 keV in a sim-
ilar fashion gav(, less than 11tA/nt 2. We estimate that the av-
erage field-aligned current carried by precipitating electrons,
including these extrapolated values, was less than 6 µA/m2,
The remaining discrepancy is perhaps due to unmeasured up-
streaming thermal positive ions, to uncertainties in the mag-
netic measurements, or to uncertainties in the calculated
northward current.
One further source of error may be neutral winds, particu-
larly in the interval 210-280 s, when the electric field was less
than 10 mV/m. Neutral wind studies by Brekke el al. [ 1973]
with the Chatanika radar indicate that neutral winds near
2100 local time are southeast and weak when strong con-
vective ion flow (strong electric field) is absent. In the present.
case there is, however, strong westward ion flow, thus west-
ward neutral wind due to ion drag, just south of the region
of weak electric field and weak ion flow. One might expect,
from continuity, that the neutral winds in the weak field re-
gion would be south. A weak southward neutral wind should
produce a weak southward ion flow by collisions and thus a
southward current. This additional current from the neutral
wind would add to the calculated southward current in Figure
9 (210--280 s) and would thus increase the upward field-
aligned current in this interval.
A model current system is shown in Figure I I with the east-
ward, northward, and upward field-aligned components dis-
cussed above. Diffuse downward field-aligned currents pre-
sumably exist south of Poker Flat, but these have not been
included in the model. Field magnitude AB and components
AN, AU, and AZ produced along the rocket trajectory by this
model current arc also shown, The AB and AD agree approxi-
mately with the proton magnetometer and transverse flux gate
magnetometer results, The observed AB of Figure 5 does not
show the rapid recovery of the model from 100 to 200 s,
Bringing the termination of the model eastward current far-
ther north would improve the agreement, All, AD, and AZ
agree reasonably well at zero seconds with the Poker Flat
ground observations, Note that AD is — 0 except above 100 km
in the solenoid, Although the model Oaf at zero seconds, 100
nT, agrees approximately with the ground magnetometer, 90
nT, both are much less than the field, 700 nT/2 - 350 nT, di-
rectly beneath the electrojet, inferred froth the proton magne-
tometer assuming an infinite current sit°et. In this case, since
the current sheet is relatively narrow, All is only 200 nT be-
neath the electrojet, as seen in Figure 11, and a change in Z as
well as in li contributes to the observed change in B its the
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N. 11, Magnetic field components from model current calcu-
lations, The model is shown in the upper left panel. The AH is the
magnetic north component principally due to the eastward electrojet
current, AD the magnetic cast component due to northward and field-
aligned currents, AZ the vertical component due also to the eastward
current, and AB the change in total field due principally to the east-
ward current, The ", the component along the rocket spin axis, was
used to compare with the axial flux gate magnetometer records not
discussed in this report. The model consists of an eastward current, 12
kA/m2, extending from 30 km south of the launch site to 70 km north
and from 100 to 150 km in altitude; a northward current, 8 µA/m?, ex-
tending from 300 km south of launch to 100 km north and 100 to 150
km in altitude; and a field-aligned current, 10 µA/m2, extending from
75 to 150 km north of launch and 120 to 700 knt attitude, All currents
were essentially infinite east-west,
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rocket passes through the current sheet. At 440 s, All and Q2
are considerably less than the Fort Yukon values in figure 10.
Rocket impact was about 70 km north of Fort Yukon, so they
should be somewhat less, Again, extending the model east-
ward current further north would increase All and 4Z at 440
s, Although the model could be improved, it is adequate to
show the essential agreement between model, rocket, and
ground observations, For example, addition of an induced
subsurface current parallel to the electrojet would increase AN
and decrease Al, of the model at ground level by as much us
50% but would have less effect on (he fields along the upper
rocket trajectory.
There is a substantial energy deposit in the auroral iono-
sphere over (he segment traversed by the rocket. The power
level by precipitating electrons over the arcs and by Joule
heating of the northward current south of the arcs remains
near 15 ergs/cm` s until the northern edge of the second au-
rora, This energy flux (15 ergs/cm 2
 s a 0,015 W/m') amounts
to 1.5 MW for the segment, 1 km east-west and 100 km north•
south, that the rocket flew over
Figure 12 summarizes the findings of this :light. The rocket
entered the ionosphere at 60 s in a strong westward plasma
flow and eastward electrojet (Hall current). The northward
electric field, wcstward plasma flow, and eastward Hall cur-
rent weakened over one auroral arc and terminated over a
second, more intense auroral ire, field-aligned currents were
observed streaming out of the auroral arcs, providing continti-
ity with northward ionospheric currents. The second are ap.
geared to be a very definite boundary to the plasma flow/cur-
rent region in that all observed parameters were weak and
erratic north of (he arc, We are tempted to identify this region
as (lie Harang discontinuity [Af qnartl, 1974; Alapnard el al.,
1977]. There is at) evidence for a westward electrojet, how-
ever, and the observations are, at 2100 MLT, a little far west
for the llarang pattern. There is no clear evidence of a large-
scale eastward plasma flow (southward electric Geld) in the
rocket observations so it isn't clear the rocket entered the po-
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Fig. 12. Schematic view of the electric field vectors at 20-s inter-
vals along the trajectory. F x B drift velocity (obtained by ioulti-
plying 1.' by 20 and rotating counterclockwise 90°) and calculated hor-
izontal current are also shown. The scale at right shows the
approximate horizontal range of the rocket.
lar cap. The region north of the are may be a local eddy in the
plasma flow.
The observations provide a strong confirmation of the ear-
lier similar observations ofAfcrfnarcl et al. (19771 and Evans et
al. [19771. These two sets of observations provide a detailed
description of the northern edge of the westward plasma flow/
eastward electrojet/quiet arc region in the evening hours,
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Abstract. An instrumented sounding rocket was
launched from Andoya, Norway, in January 1977, In
the late evening auroral oval. Its trajectory
took it northward over a quiet auroral are and
over a region of plasma flow reversal. Horizon-
tal currents were inferred from magnetic field
measurements; they were also calculated from the
measured electric field and conductivities deriv-
ed from energetic particle influxes. South of
the reversal region the sheet current density of
the eastward electrojet was found to be ti0.1 A/m,
while north of the reversal the current density
was less than 0.05 A/m. The currents were enhanc-
ed in the arc. Current continuity considerations
in the meridian plane implied downward field-
aligned currents at the southern edge of the are
and upward field-aligned currents at the northern
edge.
Introduction
In January 1)77 a sounding rocket, launched
from And^ya, Norway, (69.3 0N, 16.0°E geographic;
66.5°N invariant magnetic latitude) traversed a
region, in the late evening auroral oval, where
the plasma flow reversed from westward to east-
ward. Such plasma flow reversal, often called
the Harang discontinuity, has been observed pre-
viously through barium ion drift, electric field
observations, and radar Doppler measurements
[Wescott et al., 1969; Maynard, 1974; Wedde et
al., 1977]. In earlier reports on this rocket
flight we described the precipitating electron
flux and its relation to an auroral are in the
southern part of the flow reversal [Arnoldy,
1977] and the flow reversal itself as simulta-
neously observed by electric field double probes
on the rocket and by the Stare (Scandinavian Twin
Auroral Radar Experiment) radar [Cahill et al.,
1978b]. In this report we describe horizontal
ionospheric currents, flowing near the flow re-
versal, as inferred from ground and rocket mag-
netic observations and as calculated from derived
ionospheric conductivities and the observed elec-
tric field.
Instruments and Trajectory
The instrumentation, which included several
magnetometers, electric field double probes, and
curved plate electrostatic analyzers, has been
described in earlier reports [Cahill et al.,
1 Space Science Center, University of Minnesota,
Minneapolis, Minn. 55455,
2Danish Meteorological Institute, Copenhagen,
Denmark.
3Space Science Center, University of New Hamp-
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1978b; Arnoldy and Lewis, 19771. Two magnetom-
eters were ,flown to detect the east-west compo-
nent of the horizontal ionospheric currents. A
proton precession magnetometer (PPM) provided
total field magnitude mensurements once each
second with an accuracy, limited by vehicle
noise, of ti10 nanotesla (nT). A three-component
flux gate magnetometer was also flown to supple-
ment the PPM measurements and to evaluate the
flux gate as a possible replacement for the PPM
on future flights. Three perpendicular component
measurements were sampled about 360 times each
second with a resolution of 30 nT. Only the
field magnitude, obtained by combining the three
components, was used in this report. Both in-
struments were sensitive, as described below, to
changes in the north-south and vertical field
components observed as the rocket penetrated
east-west current layers.
The magnetic fields produced by the horizontal
current layers were of order 100 nT and horizon-
tal (except near the layer edges), while the
earth's field at Andgya was about 55,000 nT and
only 12° from vertical. Magnetic north was 10°
west of geographic north. An eastward (or west-
ward) flowing horizontal current layer produced a
northward (or southward) magnetic field (X) di-
rectly below the layer. Such a field made a
contribution to the total field magnitude of
X sin 12° (20.8 nT when X was 100 nT). This con-
tribution changed sign as the rocket climbed to
the topside of the current layer. A northward or
southward flowing current layer produced an east-
ward or westward magnetic field also of order 100
nT but perpendicular to the earth's field. The
total field magnitude increased in this case by
only about 0.1 nT, an undetectable change.
The electric field double probes provided
measurements of the north and east electric field
components with an accuracy of +5 mV/m [Cahill et
al., 1978x]. Electron flux measurements, between
a few electron volts and 22 keV, were available
with energy resolution of 10% and a flux resolu-
tion of 10 5 (cm2 s sr keV) 1 With the use of
multiple detectors, distribution functions were
measured every 5 s of flight time [Arnoldy and
Lewis, 1977].
The rocket was launched at 1918:06 UT (,2200
MLT) on January 23, 1977. The flight lasted 470
s, reached 221-km peak altitude, and travelled
213 km downrange on geographic azimuth 345°. The
spin rate was 3.9 Hz, and there was a precession
of 3.24° half angle with period 58.55 s.
Observations
A positive magnetic bay (40 nT) in the north-
ward geographic component, an upward vertical
component (20 nT), and almost zero disturbance in
the eastward geographic component existed at
launch, as shown in Figure 1, while a quiet auro-
ral arc was visible in the north. Observers at
the Stare radar reported a westward plasma flow
over AndOya and an eastward flow about 100 km
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Fig, 1, And0ya magnetogram. X is the north,
Y the east, and Z the vertical (down) compo-
nent, The vertical lines indicate launch and
reentry times. The dashed portion of each
trace represents n time period when the trace
was lost owing to interference.
further north; the conditions were right for
flight over the Itarang discontinuity [Cahill at
al., 1973b].
The magnetic signature of penetration through
rn eastward electrojet is shown in Figure 2. The
proton precession magnetometer record is shown on
top and the flux gate record at the bottom. Sim-
ilar reference fields have been subtracted in
each case to emphasize the changes due to pene-
trating the currant layers. Between 90 and 120
km on the upleg a sudden 50-nT decrease in Ali was
apparent in both records. There were several
other smaller features (n,10 nT) in each record,
presumably not due to ambient magnetic field
changes, since there were no correlations between
the two records. Between 120 and 90 km on the
downleg there was no field decrease that could be
attributed to a possible westward electrojet cur -
rent layer. The 50-nT change in AB corresponded
to a 50/sin 12° . 240 nT change in the X compo-
nent. For an infinite current sheet, one half of
this, 120 nT, would be observed on the ground
below. The AX . 240 nT change in the horizontal
component through the current layer corresponded
to a sheet current strength of AX/po ",, 0.19 A/m,
The electric field measurements, shown as the
top panel of Figure 3, have been reported by
Cahill at al. [1978b]; a brief review follows.
South of the auroral are a strong northward elec-
tric field produced a westward plasma flow and an
eastward (Hall current) electrojet. The field
decreased over the arc, decreased again north of
the arc, and rotated through an eastward direc-
tion (northward plasma flow). Recovering north
of this, the field rotated to the south (eastward
plasma flow). A sudden increase to over 50 mV/m
at 300 s was followed by a direction shift to
southeast, an oscillation with 6-s period, and a
gradual decrease in magnitude. An eastward elec-
tric field (northward plasma flow) is not nor-
mally associated with plasma flow reversal in the
Harang discontinuity. It is possible that the
weak eastward field is a transient feature asso -
ciated with counterclockwise flow around an auro-
ral loop observed east of the trajectory [Cahill
at al., 1978b].
Electron measurements on this flight have also
been reported earlier [Arnoldy, 1977]. Briefly
as is shown in Figure 4, there were intense, IV
(em2 a ar keV) -I , electron fluxes with energies
of a few hundred electron volts over and near the
arc (130-160 s), in the plasma flow reversal re-
gion (200-210 s) and in the eastward plasma flow
region (250-280 s). Electrons of keV energies
were observed only directly over the arc. The
electric field magnitude, inverted, is also
shown. Note that the field it low when the
0.3-kaV flux is high.
Calculations
The east JE and north JN
 components of the
horizontal vertically integrated current density
were calculated [Anderson and Vondrak, 1975;
Evans at al., 1977; Cahill at al., 1978x]. The
electron flux and energy spectrum were used, with
models of the ionosphere, to calculate electron
densities [Rees, 1963], Height-integrated lull
and Pedersen conductivities, shown in Figure 3,
were obtained from the electron densities and
model collision frequencies. In turn, the con-
ductivities and measured north and east electric
field components EN and EE yielded north and east
ionospheric current components JN and JE.
The height-integrated conductivities were
about 2 siemens (S) (1 S - l mho) in the westward
plasma flow region, south of the auroral arc. The
Hall conductivity increased to 20 S over the arc,
while the Pedersen conductivity went to 32 S.
North of the are the calculated conductivities
remained below 2 S. Since the northward electric
field was high in the strong westward plasma flow
south of the arc, there was a moderate calculated
current density there, ti0.1 A/m for the eastward
component and ti0.05 A/m for the northward compo-
nent. The current densities increased dramati-
cally in the auroral arc, to ti0.5 A/m east and
ti0.4 A/m north. North of the arc, including the
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Fig. 2. Magnetic field magnitude measure-
ments. Reference fields have been subtracted
from the measured fields. The zero levels are
arbitary.
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strong eastward plasma flow from ?40 to 300 s,
the calculated current density components were
less than 0.05 A/m.
The Joule power dissipation by horizontal Ion-
ospheric current flowing in the direction of t
was also calculated (Evans at al., 1977). The
Joule power density is compared, in Figure 3,
with the power deposited in the same column of
the ionosphere by precipitating electrons, The
Joule power was 'U3 mW/m column (1 mW/m 2 w 1
erg/cm s) in the eastward clectrojet south of
the arc, principally due to the northward current
component, Over she are the Joule dissipation
increased to NS mW/m2 column, while north of the
are the power was less than 1 mW/m 2 column. The
precipitating electron power was less than 1
MW/M2, except over the are, where it rose to 7
mW/m2.
Discussion
We have two measurements of the magnetic field
due to the eastward elactrojet current. The
northward component at Andoya is 40 nT and the
northward component just below the current layer
is 120 nT. For a very broad current sheet the
full 120 nT should be seen at ground level. The
section of the eastward electrojet penetrated by
the rocket must therefore be of limited width
from north to south. At Andldya the vertical. com-
ponent is -20 nT, indicating that the center of
the eastward electrojet in south of AndIlya.
An east-west band current of 0.19-A/m strength
(inferred from the rocket measurements) approxi-
mately 150 km south of the launch site would ex-
plain the 40-nT horizontal disturbance and the
-20 nT vertical disturbance observed at the
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Fig. 3. Measured electric field, calculated
conductivities, calculated horizontal currents,
and power dissipated by electrons and by Joule
heat::ng. The electric field and horizontal
current components are given with reference to
magnetic north and east. The arc is located
between 137 and 152 s.
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Fig 4. Electron directional intensities at
0.3 and 3.0 keV. The higher energy electrons
are seen only over the are (137 to 152 a),
The electric field magnitude is shown with
inverted scale at right.
ground. The height-integrated current density
derived from the rocket magnetometer measurement
is 0.19 A/m, while the eastward current density
calculated in the eastward electrojet, 20 km
south of the are but 25 km north of the rocket
electrojet penetration, is NO.1 A/m. The calcu-
lated current is about half that derived from the
magnetometer measurements. This may be due to
variations in current density at the two differ-
ent locations but may also be cautsed by uncer-
tainties in the modeling procedures used to cal-
culate the current. Considering the uncertainties
in various models used, we estimate the possible
error in the conductivities to be less than +50X.
Since the errors in the electric field are
smaller, the calculated currents may also be in
error by as much as +50X.
The currents were calculated on the assumption
that the neutral winds were negligible. No neu-
tral wind measurements were available during the
flight; however, observed neutral winds in the
auroral zone during geomagnetically quiet or mod-
erately disturbed times (Kp < 3) have been found
by Brekke et al. (1973] to be generally less than
or of the order of 100 m/s. Neutral winds of
this magnitude, if they were present, would add
an effective electric field vector to the observ-
ed electric field vector of no more than 5 mV/m.
The effects of neutral winds on the calculated
currents would be small except in the reversal
region, where the measured electric field is
small.
The lack of a westward electrojet as observed
by the magnetometers on the downward leg agrees
with the calculations. A very weak, 0.02-0.04
A/m, calculated westward component is present
below the rocket from 250 to 300 s. With the
electric field direction change to southeast the
calculated currents become southward, 0.02 to
0.04 A /in.
The electric fields, corresponding plasma flow
velocities, and calculated horizontal current
vectors are shown in a suminary view in Figure 5.
The weakening of the electric field and of the
plasma velocity ever the arc is apparent as well
as the reversal of the flow velocity north of the
arc. The largest current densities, over 0.5 A/m
to the northeast, are associated with the arc.
Unlike earlier flights over quiet area, in this
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Fig. 5. Summary plot of electric field,
plasma convection velocity, and calculated
horizontal currents. The shaded region de-
notes the location of the arc. The trajectory
has been projected to 110 km; therefore the
time scale on the left is not linear. Scales
for the three quantities are given at the
bottom.
case the calculated eastward electrojet current
is intensified in the are (Evans at al., 1977;
Cahill et al., 1978x]. This is principally be-
cause the conductivities increase by a factor of
10 over this arc but only by a factor of 3 or 4
over the earlier arcs.
The total current iii the arc is about 4 kA,
and the payload flies by it at a distance of
about 25 Ian. The peak magnetic disturbance in
the total, field at the rocket is then expected to
be of the order of 30 nT, which should be detect-
able by the on-board magnetometers. However, the
disturbance increases and decreases gradually
overa substantial part of the trajectory, so
with the modeling technique used in reducing the
magnetometer data the disturbance may not be dis-
cernable. The lack of evidence of the line cur-
rent in the magnetometer measurements could, of
course, also be due to errors in the ionospheric
modeling procedure lending to a calculated arc
current that is too large. As Was estimated ear-
lier, the errors may be as large as +50%.
The electric field was almost constant during
the first part of the flight from 83 to 116 s,
directed u6° west of geographic north. During
this time interval the Andoya horizontal magnetic
perturbation was also constant and directed to-
ward ',.4° west of geographic north or, Within the
measurement uncertainties, parallel to the do
electric field. With calculated "height-integra-
ted Hall and Pedersen conductivities of N1 5 in
this region the northward Pedersen current should
have rotated the horizontal magnetic disturbance
45' to the west. The missing Pedersen current
magnetic field component at ground level confirms
Vasyliunns' (1970) suggestion that the magnetic
fields from the field-aligned currants and tha
Pedersen currents are confined in regions above
the ionosphere. The northward current must be
part of a solenoidal current system where current
;flows down in. a field-aligned east-west sheet,
then north horizontally, then up in a field-
aligned sheet.
Homogeneity along the auroral are (east-west)
being assumed, changes in the northward current
density imply fiold-aligned currents in order to
satisfy current continuity (Evans at al., 1977,
Cahill at al., 1978x). The increase from 0.03
A/m at 90 a to 1.0 A/m at 120 s indicates a down-
ward field-aligned current sheet 20-km thick,
With an integrated current density of 0.07 A/m.
In similar fashl.on a 0.2-A/Di downward sheet is
implied in the southern part of the arc, and a
0.3-A/m upward sheet in the northern part.
We are completing a study of field-aligned
currents measured by several techniques during
this flight: net electron flunes (from a few eV
to 22 kc*v'); ion drift mcasurerwint and measure-
ments of changes in the east-west magnetic compo-
nent when passing through possible field-aligned
current sheets. "nerve appear to be none disenp-
ancies between the field-aligned currents mess-
ured by the several techniques and between the
measured currents and the currents inferred, as
above, from the calculated northward current den-
sity. A more thorough evaluation of the field-
aligned currents Will be presented later.
Acknowledgment. The Editor thanks J. it.
Burows for his assistance in evaluating this
brief report..
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COMPARATIVE ROCKET OBSERVATIONS OF IONOSPHERIC
ELECTRIC FIELDS IN THE AURORAL OVAL
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Abstract. The ion drift technique of measuring ionospheric electric fields is compared to two other
simultaneous measurements, Rocket measurements in the evening auroral oval are checked against u
dual probe, also in situ, and the ground bused STARE auroral radar. The technique Is explained thoroughly
as well as tested for its dependence oit mass.
Two evening auroral oval conditions were observed front Andoya, Norway in January and February
1977. The first flight, 18:1005, measured electric fields over  quiet pre-midnight discrete arc, An interesting
plasma convection reversal was observed polcward of the arc, The subsequent flight, 18:1004, samples
a breal up phase aurora nearer local midnight,
1. introduction
The intent of this paper is to compare the ionospheric electric field inferred from
rocket in situ ion dltl measurements with those obtained from dual probe obser-
vations made aboard the same rocket and simultaneous ground-based auroral
radar soundings during two auroral flights. Such a comparison is necessary to give
confidence to the technique: of obtaining ion drift, hence electric fields, from measure-
ments of the ion distribution function in the ionosphere. Hanson and Heelis [1]
have reported difficulty in making ion velocity measurements with "various !rinds
of sensors" flown oil rockets. Moreover, the first reported use of directional
intensity ion measurements from 0 to 5 eV by Whalen et al, [2] to obtain drift velo-
cities aboard a sounding rocket flown into an aurora gave unprecedented large
transverse electric fields (100-200 mV/m) and strong flow along the magnetic field
(-2 km/s).
Multiple electrostatic analyzers detecting ions from 0 to 5 eV/charge are used to
measure the thermal ion distribution in energy and space. The ion flow velocity
relative to the sensors is obtained by fitting the data to a shifted (due to vehicle
potential)-drifting Maxwcllian. This technique requires knowledge of the ion mass,
One of the analyzers flown on each of the two auroral flights to be discussed in
'Space Science Center, University of New Hampshire, Durham, New llantpshire 03824, M.A.
"Now at: Applied Physics Laboratory, The Johns Hopkins University, Laurel, Maryland 20810, U.S.A.
3Space Science Center, University of Atinnesola, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455, U.S.A,
4jVtax-Planck lnsliatiefor Aeronomy, D-3411 Katlenburg-Lhulau 3, West Germany.
Space Science Instrumentation 5 (1980) 183- 196.0377-7936/80/0052-0183 $02.10,
Cop) right 0 1980 by D. Reidel Publishing Company.
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this paper was capable of measuring the relative ion abundance of masses 16 ± 2
	
AMID at ►d 30 :t 3 AMU. The sensitivity of the technique to the ion mass is ass ssscd	 w y
using these mcasurements,
A crude test of the ion drift technique has already been reported by Morgan and
Arnoldy [3] where data from one detector were used to obtain a distribution Rmetion
over the duration of the Echo III rocket night. nic inferred electric field compared
lInvorably with simultaneous C'hatanika radar observations This flight was not
	
during art auroral display, t1wrefore, the long period (200 seconds) of data collection 	 u
to obtain the ion distribution was acceptable. Ilowever, since the density dependence
oil altitude as measured by the ground radar was input into the fit routine, the in
situ observations were not totally independent.
	
finally, a comparison of the rocket dual probe nteasuremums and the ground	 4
auroral radar ror one of the !lights to be discussed has al ready been made [4]. Very
good general agreement w;.ts obtained when the electric field was greater than 20
mV m, the apparent threshold of the radar technique. A description of tole dual
probe experiment aboard the rockets and the auroral radar technique has been
discussed in the report by Cahill et n1. [4], hence will not be repeated here.
2. lun Drift Instrumentation
The defection of the drift of;ons was accomplished by multiple electrostatic analyzers.
These analysers had 90 cylindrical electrodes (R = 2 cm, AR = 2 nun) and employed
Galilco Model 4025 Ch-wineltron electron multipliers as sensors. ton spectra from
0 - 5 cV in 32 energy steps were measured every 35.6 fits with an energy resolution
of S ",,, The acceptance cone of 11te analyzers was 3 x 7 full angle, larger than the
1.5 angular rotation of the spinning rocket per energy step. Two analyzers were
llown, one viewing up the field at 30 with respect to the spin axis of the rocket and
the other at 90 , The analyzer design was similau • to those flown aboard tine Echo
tit night 13].
A third awflyzer was flown, viewing also at 90 with respect to the rocket spin
axis, to measure ion masses of 16 ± 2 AMU and 30 ± 3 AMU, This instrument
used the above described analyser nor energy selection with a low-resolution magnetic
mass spectonteter added between the electrostatic analysis and the channeltron
detector [ 5 J. The mass spectrontcter consisted of a permanent magnet and post-
accelerator. The 16 and 30 AMU mass separation was achieved by post-accelerating
the 0 5 eV ions selected by the electrostatic analyzer by the proper atttount (153
volts f`or 16 AM net and 84 volts for 30 AM U) in order to be detected after 90 deflection
in the magnetic field by the ehanneltron sensor, The post-accelerator was set to pass
0' (16 Ah,1U) 90"„ of the time and 30 AMC; misses (predominantly NO' at rocket
altitudes of 200 250 kilt) tine remaining time, The mass resolution of the instrument
was 20° ", sufficient to separate the two mass groups.
The geometric factor for the three detectors was obtained by laboratory calibration
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using a simulated onuiidireetional ion beam X5,61. The electrostatic anaiyler had
a geometric factor or 9,6 x 10 t,cirr' sr eV=eV acid the mass analyzer detector was
somewhat smaller at 4.7 x 10 ' g em' sr eV, cV,
4i.
3. Dale Reduction
1'11e primar y objective ol'the data reduction, itias to determine the hulk flow velocity
vector, Additional results include: ion teniperat tire, ion density and rocket potential.
j Fach data point was assigned aI vector direction (U, %) in geomagnetie coordinates
(l along B) and in energy (0 5 eV). Data points %verc accumulated :or two seconds
to give adequate representation of the ion distribution. An iterative least-squares
fitting routine was applied to this collection, resulting in the energy distribution
i( Iilnction parameters of'dic observed data. Before discussing the fit routine further
Nye would like first to discuss two presentations or the raw data which have proven
valuable to help visualize some orthe plasma parameters obtained by the fit analysis.
t 
The measured energy spev.tra are a function or six indepen.,-A%t variables,- energy,
particle pitch angle and azimuth, and the three components of —tht: rocket ram velocity,
'ne parameters needed to determine illc electric fields are the magnitude and direc-
^j tion or the C x i3 drift vector, The magnitude of this velocity (tratislawd to energy)
is nearly impossible to observe in the raw data since the dominant contribution
to the energy peak or the ion spectra is due to the drop through the — 1,5 V rocket
4	 potential. The energy cont r ibution due to the !: x B drill is only about a quarter
0 g ran cV. Theenergy contribution clue to the rocket rain Velocity is also approximately
a quarter ot'an cV. The direction ol` ,vLItive velocity between the Pocket and plasma
(E x 8 drift plus rani) can, however, toe readily viewed in tfae raw data using ,I
three-dimensional Wrapping prograill plotting detector counts vs, ion pitch angle
I lig, l 1-umple or data display (FIigiit IS: 10K tame 275 seconds) or tIiormal ion Ilow velocity relative
to rocket, Aws tire pitch ungle and azimuth, vertical is mialyaer response in counts integraied over energy.
1$6	 t.. a. TANC.TV rr Ac.
vs, ion ,azimuth (Figure 1). In this figure the dimension front to rear is linear in
pitch angle, 0` --1, 180'. Azimuth is plotted from lcft to right, 0'-1 , 360', measured
Orom north through cast. The vertical axis is average counts integrated over energy,
Essentially what is displayed is the velocity directions observable by the 30' and
90' electrostatic analyzers, Thus the flow direction can be visually located by as
peak and compared with the answers obtained by the multiparameter Maxwellian
fit to the data, The data shown in Figure I were taken oil downleg of flight 18:1005
at a flight time of'275 seconds, As will be shown later, the least-squares fat predicted
this time to have a generally southward electric field, This field results in all eastward
E x Q drill, Since the rocket rain is included in Figure 1 it must be subtracted.
The ram at 275 seconds was south as the rocket, was first nearly straight north
The rc5olt ss aan eastward flow combined with a comparably equal south rail) velocity
or a southeast peak (r- 135' aazitnath). This call seen in Figure 1. These plots are
therefore most useful for locating the azimuth of the flow, The H.-fitted pitch-angle
coverage for two detectors is evident in the figure.
The saanic plotting package was used to plot detector counts vs. energy vs, pitch
angle (Figure 2). In this figure tare plotted a series of energy spectra ranging in pitch
angle. Consider the energy dimension as a radius arm originating at the center
brick. From this point along the back to the left is G' pitch angle. The radials arm
pivots about its origin in a right-hand sense with increasing pitch angle, A radius
aril, starting tat center back pointing right would be antiparFallcl to B or 180' pitch
angle, Tile vertical axis is again counts averaged over azimuth. This plot shows the
spectral shift in energy due to the vehicle potential, It also shows that the flow is
mostly perpendicular to B, in which case the peak flux would occur at 70", with
rani velocity contributing a component greater than 9a' pitch angle for this flight
time of 275 seconds. Figure 2 is especially useful for detecting noise in the energy
Flight 181005
Pilch Angie vs Energy vs counts
w.
J
5 eV ^	 ^0	 T- 275
Pig, 2. Similar to Figure 1, showing pitch angle and energy in pillar coordinates. A radius ann length
starting at tha rear center indicates 04.5 cV ion energy and its anglz from the left rear corner (labelled
0) is the pitch angle. Vertical is analyzer response in counts. The base line semicircle is 4.5 eV,
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sweep. Figures like I and 2 have proved invaluable for initial analysis and parameter
confidence.
Progressing now to the fit routine, the original thermal ion velocity distribution
is assumed to be Maxwellian:
J (t'') = n ( 2
_
nkT)3e2 ex 1) L — ( V2Ih)	 (1)
where the prime indicates that tile independent variable is outside the rocket Debye
sheath. The differential directional intensity J (E') is related to the velocity distri-
bution according to:
2G`	 particles
J(E') = m2f (v') 
s cm  sr eV	 (2)
In passing through the rocket sheath, the unperturbed Maxwellian is shifted according
to Liouville's theorem:
J(E)/E = J(E')/E', 	 (3)
Finally, including a relative velocity between the rocket frame and the plasma,
the final distribution recorded by the detector becomes:
211 n1 	 312	 (	 ( [2(E — U)1111 ] 1 J26 — V0 — Vr)`
J (C) ;1 ( 2rkT) E exp
	
2kTl in
	 J
COMM	 L
— 
GoAtE	 (4)
where Go = geometry factor = 9,6 x 10' x' (cm'ster eV/e\') energy analyzer or
u 4.7 x 10` (cm'ster eV/eV) energy mass analyzer, E = selection energy (eV),
At = accumulation time = 8 x 10' 4
 (s), it density (cm -3), m = mass (g), T =
temperature (K), U = energy due to rocket potential (eV), P = particle direction,
Ev, = rocket ram velocity (cm/s), uo= drift velocity (cm/s).
The data are fit to the above function by iteratively adjusting the six parameters
(3 components of uo, T, U, and n) and finding the minimum of the least-squares
function [7]. Two seconds of data were used for each computation representing
u `
	
	 blocks of data taken over 78 spectral sweeps or —2500 data points accumulated
over 10 spins of the rocket, A typical pitch-angle vs. azimuth coverage by the two
4
electrostatic analyzers per spin can be seen in Figure 1. Pitch angles greater than
130" were not sampled. A 7' coning angle of the rocket slightly extended the data
coN gage over pitch angle during the two seconds of accumulation.
The mass of the ions detected is a parameter in Equation (4), The third detector,
capable of measuring ion spectra for masses 16 ^nd 30 obtained the ratio of these
masses at various altitudes. Figure 3 gives the measured ratio of the number of 30
AMU ions to the total number of ions as a function of .flight time and altitude for
Flight 18:1005. The rocket was over an 8 kR (3914 A) are from 140 to 155 seconds.
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Beyond 1.55 seconds there was no further auroral luminosity, although electrons
less than 300 cN' with directional intensities exceeding 1,0 8 (em`s sr kcV)" 1 were
measured until 280 scr.onds flight time. The factor of two decrease and subsequent
increase appears to be an altitude dependenec and is roughly consistent with the
altitude dependence oi'30 ± 3 AMtw tons given by Bauer [8].
Two different fitting routines were used with the data from Flight 18:1005, one
assumed that the mass in Equation (4) was 0'to and the other Ct the data to a
Maxwellian for 16 AMU mass plus I Maxwellian for 30 AMU mass using the
measured composition ratio. Table 1 is ,I
	 of fit parameters using the
	 r-„
TABLE I
Fit parntncters for wo fitting routines wing data from flight IS: 1005,
Method ANIV 30 :- 0.35 total ALL 0"
cos.	 (in s) north —250	 t 60 —289 64
roa (111 S) cast 825	 ± 34 919 ± 34
ro il	 tat s) along B 257	 + 06 --361 d 86 L
Ten)p lh; 1520	 766 1670 72
t'	 (jolts) 1.72	 •+- 0.004 1.72 0.006
rt	 nt	 ') 3.20 x	 10'	 * Soo 3.07 x	 103 200
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two methods for one inter%aI of data. These data Here acquired at atx)ut 280 seconds
flight time at an altitude ot'?IS km.
Generall% there Is about a IU IS" dlscrepanc% bet%een the two methods. Hhich
is :omparahlc to the error in the parameters. The conclusion is that mass analysis
is not essential to the deternunation of electric fields h. this technique in ► hat the
accuracy of the spectral measurements cannot resolse the elkct of an admixture
of mass 16 and 30 ions
Fig J DMSP photograph. courtesy of Fredrick R-ch. Rents College Research ('enter and Air Force
Gcoph%sic% Lab taken at aho:It eight minutes alter Flight IN IIN)5 Ihxrete trajectory 1s indicated
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4. Vain Presentation
The object or b^ltl ilights was to use the high spatial and temporal resolution of
rocket techniques to study the premidilight auroral oval environment. In order to
make file observation ntore complete, the two launches were at dillcrent magnetie
local times, 2118 and 22SO.
F11'(1la 18: 1005
This iligllt w-as 1,11111ched over tt classic premidnight discrete are, The are was stable
and or wide longitudinal extent shown by the DMSP photograph or Figure 4 taken
approximately 8 Iniilutes after' the flight. The ` inverted V ill the ineasured electron
spectrogram or ;Figure S locates the are between .135 151 secontis flight tlille. The
3914 A light emission by this are as measured by onboard photometers and rrom
the ground was about S kit. The are was ill the region of iln eilliatlecillent or the
eastward cleetrojet current, as calculated using conductivity derived from electron
flux measurements and file measured electric lield [4,91.
t*igure G gives the simultaneous incasurement or  perpendicular to the magnetic
field by the ion drill experiment and file dual prone experiment or the University
orMimlesota. Figure 7 is the comparison orthe dual probe with the STAIN ground-
keV	 18.1005
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Fig. G. Perpendicular electric field vector as -,I function of flight time for the ion drift measurements and
the University of Minnesota dual probe during Flight 18: I005.
based radar electric field reported earlier [4]. General agreement call seen between
the three methods, particularly in direction. There is a systematic discrepancy in
electric field magnitude between the ion drift method and both the dual probe and
STARE measurements. This may be remedied with better pitch angle coverage of
the distribution function. (Statistical error in the velocity vector by the ion drift
method was about 2$°a. This would account for the general disagreement in magni-
tude between the dual probe and ion detector measurements of Figure 6.) Beyond
290 seconds, the count rate of the ion detectors becomes very low due to the change
in ram direction during the downleg of the trajectory. Since this was the time when
the auroral particle precipitation decreased (Figure 5) the ion density was reduced,
P
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Flight 18:1005
Stare E- Fields vs. Rocket E-Fields e
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Fig. 7. From Cahill et nL [41, comparisons of electric field measurements (Flight 18:1005) by the dual
probe and the ground based STARE rada r, The STARE E field vectors have solid points white the rocket
data point in each frame has an open point, Flight time indicated is the time at the beginning of the STARE
integration period.
The STARE radar signals dropped to a low signal-to-noise ratio at E-region attitudes
conjugate to the rocket at this time as well.
Geophysically, a significant event in these data was the flow reversal at about
200 seconds. The electric field reversed from generally poleward across the arc and
up to the boundary at 200 seconds to eduatorward after 200 seconds. The poleward
field was about 25 tnV Jm while north of the boundary a larger southward field was
observed. Note that the STARE observations indicate the reversall to be a spatial
I	 structure. These observations are consistent with the transition from sunward to
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antisunward plasma convection measured by polar-orbiting satellites [10.11] at
the edge of the polar clip,
Flight 18:1004
This fl ight was laa11ched closer to midnight and doting, the breakup phase of aurora.
Although there was strong westward electrojet activity during the flight, the auroral
display had faded to very low levels as the rocket was near the top of its trajectory.
As might be expected, the aurora became very brilliant alter the rocket flight, reaching
intensities as high as 50 kR in 5577 A, The onboard 5577 A photometer recorded
patches of aurora not exceeding 3 kR during the flight.
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The comparison of electric field inferred from the iota detectors with the dual-
probe results is given in Figure 8. Again, the magnitude of the field from the ion-drift
detector is larger than that obtained by the dual probes but the directions are in
good agreement near the middle of the flight. There is a systematic discrepancy in
direction between the ion drill and dual probe measurements at the end of the
flight. The STARE measurements during the flight aloe., , with the dual-probe data
are given in Figure 9. At this time, the rocket trajectory and the STARE radar were
not co-located. The westward boundary of the radar field of view i^ indicated in
Figure 9. The measurements to the east of the rocket trajectory support the in-
flight electric field measurements.
Flight IS: 1004
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There is an interesting dynamic pattern that seems to be drilling across this
section of the oval, The sequence is it slight northward turning of the westward
electric field followed by a transition southward. This disturbance appears to be
drilling eastward as it is first observed by the rocket and fitter seen in th e STARE
field of view. Note in Figure 9 how the rocket measurements at 197 seconds flight
time are seek by the STARE at 217 seconds, 217 seconds rocket observation viewed
ii	 at 237 seconds by STARE, and so on, A rough calculation indicates the eastward
flowing perturbation to have . I
 
ofslightly greater than 1 km s. This is a commonly
observed electron drill velocity in the westward cle;:trojct region although the
predominantly westward electric field observed at this time indicates a southward
drill.
In conclusion, the ion-drift technique of inferring ionospheric electric fields from
a rocket platiorm appears to give results consistent with the more accepted dual
probe and auroral radar observations, The large error that we have assigned to the
ion-drift technique for the measurements presented in this paper is largely due to
the relatively low count rates obtained, The instrument was designed to operate in
ambient densities of 10' to 10 1 ern'° 3 . The densities encounteml in the two flights
were about 10 1 cat 3 as obtained front the fit routine. These densities are quite 11
bit lower than those normally observed, especially its the auroral regions, This
problem is still being investigated. One should note, however, that the drift velocity
vector is determined solely from position in 4n steradians for direction and the
location in energy of the peak flux for nrttgnittide. Thus, the drill velocity is indc-
pendent of density. Recent calibration tests have indicated dificrent efficiencies for
low energy electrons or low energy ions impinging on Channeltron cone surfaces.
This will effect G U
 in Equation (4) turd, therefore, 11, however nGa is unchanged.
Finally, we would like to briefly describe the other parameters nteasured by the
ion drift detectors, although there is no way to compare them with an independent
measurcntcnt either front instrumentation aboard the rocket or oat the ground.
For Flight 18:1005, the vehicle potential rose to --1.7 volts in the arc whereas
outside the are it remained scar — 1.5 volts. Inside the arc, the ion temperature was
inferred to be 4 3000 K whereas outside, a value of 1500 K was obtained. For the
fading aurora of Flight 18:1004, the temperature was about 2000 K. Near the field
reversal seen in Flight 18:1005 tit 200 seconds flight time, the ion detectors sensed
tilt enhanced flow of ions out or tile ionosphere resulting in an upward field-aligned
current of — 2 /tA,.°111 2.'nis upward current was comparable to that carried by the
,,	 auroral electrons producing the arc. This point will be further discussed in a sub-
``	 sequent paper when the .ire of Flight 18:1005 will be modeled using all the field
and particle measurements made aboard the rocket.
Future flights involving the ion drift technique will have additional plasma sensors
to measure electron density and temperature and vehicle potential set that a direct
comparison call made for these parameters as we have done here for the electric
field. These flights will also use four ion drill detectors giving _four simultaneous
pitch tingle measurements of the distribution function per azimuth increment.
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The Hot Plasma Environment and Floating Potentials of an
Electron-Beam-Emitting Rocket in the Ionosphere
ROGER L. ARNOLDY
Department of Phystcs, University of New Hampshire, Durham, New Hampshire 09824
Joiw R. WINCKLER
School of Physics and Astronomy, University of Minnesota, Afinneapolis, Alinnesota 55155
Willi an extensive array of particle sensors the plasma environment surrounding the Echo III accclera-
tor payload is studied. From measurements of the thermal ion spectrum, negative payload potentials ref-
erenced to the unperturbed ionospheric plasma are obtained. Multiple detectors determined the electron
population from a fraction of ar: eV up to 40-keV energy. An intense electron population extending up to
Cite energy of injected electrons by the accelerator is produced when the acceleration is turned on. The
energetic tail of this population is returned to the payload principally front directions in which the beam
was fired, with the most intense fluxes coining from the atmosphere for downward injections of the beam,
The atmospheric-scattered beam and secondary electrons are called 'quick echoes.' Electrons of energy
less than several kcV down to the detector threshold (0.1 cV) are called the suprathermal component.
These electrons are produced isotropically around the payload during gun firings and decay away to up-
proximately 32 ms. The largest directional intensities of this component are observed at the higher alti-
tudes, Quick echo electrons arc also observed to produce supratir:rtnal electrons when they encounter the
payload. The mechanism by which the suprathermal electrons arc produced is discussed but remains un-
known at the present time. The hot electrons surrounding the accelerator payload during gun injections
bring sufficient charge to the payload to neutralize it provided the loss of charge by secondary production
on the payload skle, is small, presumably owing to a positive payload floating potential during injection,
Since the hot population exists for tens of milliseconds oiler the gun t im oil, it results in driving the pay-
load up to 4 volts negative during this time. Secondary production on the payload skin apparently pre-
vents much larger negative potentials oiler gun turnoff when the payload is immersed in the hot popu•
!:t'sott, ;)uiek cello el ectrons creating snprathermalcic4iruns tErounu the payload also drive the payload
to a fcw volts negative. This is an important consideration when discussing the origin of the suprathermal
electrons, since electrical discharge and beam plasma discharge mcchanIrms do not apply to the quick.
echo beams.
1 INTRODUC110NThe principal purpose of this paper will be to analyze the
particle distribution functions measured on board the Echo
111 electron beam experiment in order to deduce the floating
potentials of the vehicle and to identify the source and nature
of the hot plasma surrounding the rocket, The subject of pas-
sive vehicle potentials in space has been much discussed [AP.
pertet al., 1965; Kasha, 19691, and it is well known that the ap-
proximate floating potential of a sounding rocket in the
ionosphere may be 1 V negative, But if the rocket is the source
of an injected electron beam, such as the University of Minne-
sota Echo series and numerous other artificial electron beam
experiments, then the equilibrium becomes violently dis-
turbed, and it net current must be drawn from the surrounding
ionosphere equal to the electron beam experiments, then the
equilibrium becomes violently disturbed, and a net current
must be drawn from the surrounding ionosphere equal to the
electron beam current carried out of the local region consid-
ered. Generally, it is expected that during electron beam in-
jection the vehicle potential will rise positively to maintain
current balance, An important result of the beam injection is
that the ambient plasma becomes heated and may be highly
Turbulent [C'artivright et al., 1978], and a new plasma environ-
ment is in effect created by the beam itself. Even after the end
of electron pvltAs the surrounding medium is ;found to remain
appreciably heated for many tens of milliseconds. The float-
Copyright m 1981 by the American Geophysical Union.
ing potential of the rocket may be considerably altered in this
hot plasma medium and be much more negative than in the
normal ionosphere.
The term 'vehicle floating potential' will be defined opera-
tionally here along the following lines for the Echo III experi-
ment: The ambient ion distribution unperturbed by the pres-
ence of the rocket payload is assumed to be Ma.xwellian. The
vehicle potential with respect to this unperturbed plasma is
determined for the Echo III flight by measuring the thermal
ion spectra reaching the rocket sensors after penetrating the
sheath across which the potential drop occurs surrounding the
payload, As examples, theoretical ion spectra for floating po-
tentials of +0,5, and — 1.2, and —4 vole re given in Figure 1
along with the unperturbed (0 V) Maxwellian, These spectra
for a density 2 X 10 5
 cm"' and a temperature of 1500°K, val-
ties which correspond closely to the average ionospheric val-
ues during the Echo III flight, are expressed in terms of the
differential directional intensity reaching the detector, The ef-
fect of a relative velocity of ±10 1 cm/s between the plasma
and the detector on the rocket, also close to actual values, is
given for the —1.2- and —4-V spectra, Negative floatiq poten-
tials are readily identified by the shift in the entire Max-
wellian ion spectrum toward higher energy with a sharp mini-
mum energy cutoff resulting from acceleration of the ambient
ions in passing through the sheath, Actual measured ion
spectra, as we shall show, are consistent with those theoretical
predictions for negative floating potentials, and thus there is a
clear procedure ?or evaluating such negative vehicle charging
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ev
Fig. 1, Theoretical ion spectra (160+ ions) for an Fregion temperature of 1500° and a density of 2 X 105 CM-3, Spectra
are given for payload potentials of +0.5, 0, —1.2, and —4 V. The solid curves arc for zero rocket ram velocity, and the
dashed cm-yes for :0000 m/s ram velocities.
by simply measuring the low-energy spectral cutoff, All neces-
sary details of the ion measurements and analysis for the Echo
III experiments have been published by Morgan and Arnoldy
[1978]. This technique has been utilized with success by De-
Forest [ 1972] and Whipple [ 1976] in revealing large negative
excursions of up to 10 kV for synchronous orbit satellites
when exposed to the natural energetic electron component
during substorm events. Recently, a special synchronous orbit
vehicle has been successfully launched to study such questions
[Stevens, 1979].
In contrast, without knowledge of the unperturbed ion
plasma parameters and the nature of ion drift motions, posi-
tive floating potentials cannot be uniquely determined from
ion spectra measurements, It might be thought that electron
observations should reveal positive potentials also by a mini-
mam. energy or cutoff' point in analogy with the ion measure.
ments, However, scattering and thermializing, rocket shield-
ing, secondary production by energetic beam electrons and
other effects seriously obscure theses measurements; con-
sequently, it has been difficult to interpret the results of re-
tarding potential analyzers when applied to electrons [Winck-
ler, 19761. Recently, by a combination of on-board particle
and remote electric field techniques using a mother-daughter
payload, some large positive vehicle potentials have been
identified with the .Norwegian Polar V experiment [Jacobsen
and Maynard, 1918].
INSTRUMENTATION
The thermal ion and suprathermal electron distributions
surrounding the Echo III rocket were measured by elec-
trostatic analyzers aboard the payload, The ion electrostatic
analyzers consisted of 90° cylindrical electrodes (mean radius
of 2 em) and a 'channeltron' multiplier biased to post-
accelerate the ions by 1500 V as the sensor. Thirty-two-point
spectra from 0 to 5 eV were measured every 25.6 ms by two
detectors positioned parallel and perpendicular to the payload
spin axis. A more complete description of these sensors has
been given by Morgan and Arnoldy [1978], The electron detec-
tors measured the directional intensity perpendicular to the
rocket spin axis. Two cylindrical analyzers with different geo-
metric factors and energy ranges were flown. Electrons from
100 eV to 15 keV were ieasured in 128 windows every 200 n}s
by an analyzer with a geometric factor of 4.6 X 10 -5 sr cm2
keV (keV)'- ', The so-called 'return current analyzer' measured
the electron spectrum from 0.1 eV to 1.2 keV in 128 windows
every 200 ms, Although three data points were taken below I
eV, these are to be regarded with caution, since they require
very small potentials (<150 mV) across the analyzer. The en-
ergy sweep of the detector was accomplished by a 200-V po-
tential across the electrodes decaying to 0 V in 200 ms. Volt-
ages of 200 mV and higher could be substantiated by
measurements of the voltage decay curve during the flight;
lower voltages remain uncertain. This detector had a very
small geometric factor, 2.5 X 10-6
 sr cml
 keV (kcV)- ', in order
to sense the neutralizing current during gun firings.
Finally, electrons from 10 to 40 keV were sensed by an ana-
lyzer 'having eighth-spherical electrodes making a 256-point
spectral measurement every 200 ms. A large geometric factor,
2 X 10-3 sr cm2
 keV (keV)"', was used to attempt a measure -
ment of gun electrons echoing from the opposite hemisphere.
The combined set of three electron detectors covered the en-
ergy range 0.1 eV to 40 keV and made directional intensity
measurements from 104 to 10 15 electrons (cm2 s sr keV)` :. Fig-
ure 2 is a szhematic showing the acceptance directions of the
ion and electron (auroral) detectors and the injection direction
of the electron accelerator with respect to the local magnetic
field. The Black Brant motor remained with the payload, and
the entire vehicle had a spin period of 0,365 s and a coning pe-
riod of 43 s.
MEASUREMENTS OF VEHICLE FLOATING POTENTIAL
The electron gun flown aboard the Echo III flight was fired
according to a preprogramed sequence of various electron
energies (29-43 keV) and pulse duration (2, 8, and 32 ms),
with periods of silence between gun sequences. The ion elec-
trostatic analyzers were used during these undisturbed periods
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Fis 2, Schematic showing tine necrntaacc directions or the loll
and electron (auroral) detectors tint k, • 1 11, Won direction ofthe elec-
tron accelerator with respect to the local magnetic field. Tito coning
111111' tingle was 12 0.
to infertile F region electric field from the K x 13 convection
drift imposed by the electric field upon the ambient ion poplh-
lation which appears as it relative velocity between t1 ►e detec-
tors and (he plasarl lit addition to the rocket rant effect, The
imi detector measurements during and just following gun pill-
scs, injecting about 70 ma of At-keV beam electrons into lice
ionosphere, will be discusse,l in this paper.
Figure ,1 gives three successive ion spectra measured by the
detector looking parallel to the rocket spin axis. Energy in-
creased with time during the spectral sweeps mclh that I eV
S ins. The first an'd third spectra (sweep N and ,V + 2) were
measured between Sun firings and represent ambient con-
ditions. An 8-ms duration electron injection (heavy hori-
xontal line in :figure 3) occurred during tilt second spectrun
(N .t. l sweep) just tit the energy (tittle) where~ the ambient
population would normally have been detected. Some ions
were detected during the Sun pulse showing that tic rocket
potential even during beam injection occasionally was cic.ae to
Q V. One should note that the  voltage applied to the Sun was a
1414, square wave resulting in a partial or complete bean ►
dropout each millisecond. The 'spikey' appearance of ions
duriay, gun-on periods as seen in figure 3, center panel, may
reflect this fact, Several n0iseconds oiler the gun turned oil,
the math ion population was found between 3 and 5 cV. Note
that for the next Spectral sweep, (N + 2) titter 25.6 m, the ion
population had returned to its usual position. Tile nature of
the observed spectral perturbation resulting front electron in-
jection depended upon when the Still was fired in the spectral
sweep. Figure ,t is an example or n gun tiring just utter the on-
ergy (analyzer sweep piiet W through the region of the ambient
population doing sweep N. The ion population perturbed by
the Suit tiring is now located between 4 and 5 eV and wart
treasured in the sarne sweep oiler the atin turned WE In the
next sweep, (N + 1), the ion spectrum had not yet quile re-
turned to equilibrium conditions.
If we interpret the leading edge and low-energy cutoff of
the ion spectra its the vehicle flouting potential, we see in ate
examples presented above (flat immediately following gun
pulses this potential is observed to be severol volts more nega-
tive than its rtonainul — 1.2-V value. Since the loll electrostatic
analyi.er sheep wits randomly phased with respect to still
pulsing, it has been possible to construct it bane profile of ion
spectra cutoll' and therefore vehicle potential before, during,
and alter Stitt pulsing using about thirty 2-ins gun pulses Bear
rocket apogee. The ditto arc .shown in figure 5 and have been
separated according to whether the Sun electrons were fired
down in!o the atmosphere (o - 70 1 ) or away from the atmo-
spime, (r< - I to,), he payload tended to reach its largest
negative potential — 5 nos latter the end of tite Sun pulse and
then returned to the equilibrium potential of —1.2 V by 10 ins
for injection upward, for downward injection the negative
payload potential did not decay back to the Equilibrium value
until about 20-ms aller the Sun firing. This long-enduring po-
tential for downward injections is apparently due to the nn-
mersion of tic payload, In a population of backsoittered bettor
and secondary electrons front tote atmosphere reaching tile
rocket upproximately 12 ins after gun firing, lit it detailed
study of particle dynamics in the vicinity of it beam-emitting
rocket, iVitickler et rift (19751 have referred to,Rthch particles as
quick cellos. Figurc (, gives an example of such it quick echo
(heavy line) registered by one or the 1 Cho III electron detec-
lot-$ following an 4-1118 injection of 29=keV electrons down-
Energy Sweep - 61
Fig. 3. Measured loll speclm tier three Consecutive energy sweeps.
The dark iloriiotttnl bar lit sweep N + I corresponds to the tittle of it
snn firing. 'Tha spectrat sweep time was 25.6 ms, sampling (from t)- to
5-eV energy. The gun injected electrons at 97° pitch angle, and the
ion sensors dateeted ions having a pitch angle of 53v.
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Fig, •1. lon spectra for two encrgy sweeps, Gun-on little is again ita-
dicatcd by the dark horizontal bar,
ward into (he wittosphere,'€'ho detector wits in the pivems of
scanning in energy from 19 keV to 14 kcV during the echo,
The maximum response to the returning clectron bean: is de-
layed 12 fns front tine center of tl ► e gun pulse, which is aappror-
inintely the tine required for it 30-keV electron having a 70"
pitch angle at 270 kilt (which lies in the loss cone) to travel to
tits 100,km altitude level, undergo atnospheric scattering and
magnetic reflection, and return to the rocket. The observed
energy is approximately that expected for backwattered 29-
keV twain electrons IWhiekler et al„ 19751. The light 1hic in
Figure G shows suprathernial secondaries of 30=150 eV (tear
the rocket generated both by the injected tvain and by tiler
quick echo electrons.
One can interpret the increase inn negative payload potential
following guts pulses shown in Figure 5 as due to it rise tit
ten►pernturc of the r-+ `unding electron populaetion which the
shall now proceed e.: 4ii , ass. Langio uir probe nicastircinents
made aboard the Echo i.t"Isht [Cart ►trlght et al, 19781 have
shown that the electron accelerator hented the electrons of ti ►c
background plasma to 10,000'K. Cartwright et aL (19781 sug-
gestcd that (he high-temperature component of the back-
ground plasma represented secondaries produced by the ac-
celerator bcnm.
THE IIOT la.UCTRON POI`l IATiON
The Lcho Ill data are unique tunong such experiments in
that the clectroti spectrum reaching the payload wits measured
over it very large energy range, between 0.1 eV and 40 keV.
°l'hc hat electron population surrounding the payload, neces-
sary infuriation for payload electrodynamic sludias during
electron injection, is therefore known. Spectra measured m
various times with respect to 8 •nis duration gun firings and n.
background spectrunt due to natural clect •ons tire given in
Figure 7. This tigtire gives the diflercotial directional intensity
of upward moving electrons generated by downwnrd electron
beam ugcctions of 8- ►n s duration, at nominally 40-kcV energy
anid 70-ma beans current. Since the detectors required 200-nis
to make it complete spectral mem5nrenlent, data were com-
piled over at flight tittle or— 150 s (fillecti 8-nm gun pulses) in
,ardor to obtain the various spectra of figure 7 measured tit
t14c indicated times with respect to gun firings, Limited energy
coverago tit the desired (line with respect to gun pulsing nil.
brcviatcd some of the spectra at low and high energies, I,x-
ampler of actual data points Lire given for the upper and lower
curves but not for (lie remaining spectra to avoid confusion in
the presentation,
K
Time in msec from end of 2 cosec Beam Pulse 	 ^"
Fig. 5. Floating potentials of ttte Echo 111 rocket is the; quiessceni ionosphere at 250 km heron bean injection (t < 0),
during 2-ms beans pulses (quite likely fluctuating and genes illy unknown), and after injection, deduced front the low-ali.
orgy cutoll' of (lie spectra ofthernlal ions, A S ms the rocket reaches all extreme negative: potential in the heated plasma
canted by the bean. At 1$ nar another negative excursion is associated with quick echoes returned Brim below the rocket
(only seen for downt:aul injections).
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Fig, 6. Directional electron intensities measured by two detectors
during and following nit hgcction of 29-keV electrons into the auno-
sphere. Thx energies sampled by the two detectors its a function of
tinic art, given to the bottorn of the figure. The heavy curve is a quick
echo. The gun injection and the quick echo electrons both produce su-
prathermat electrons (light curve).
The low-energy portion of the electron spectrum maximizes
during the gun pulse and then decays to background rifler in-
jeclion. In contrast to this a significant increase in the flux of
high-energy electrons occurs after the guts turns off, reaching
it maximum intensity S nis after the pulse has terminated, This
flattening or the electron spectrum is due to the quick echo
electrons discussed above Tilling in. the region above 10 kcV.
Purely magnetically mirroring gun electrons tire not a part of
the quick echo bennt because they cannot reach the particle
detectors its the payload moves off the field line of injection.
[Wlnrkler er at:, 19751, Only those gun electrons which have
multipla-Coulomb scattered in the atmosphere below the
rocket to Geld lines and directions bringing them back to the
payload will be detected in the quick echo; hence one should
not be surprised at the absence of a peak in the baekscattered
spectrum at the gun energy. The hypothesis, that the spectral
flattening is due to atmospheric backscattered electrons is sup-
ported by nicasurenietits made when the gun fired away from
the atmosphere, where the spectral flattening does not occur.
The response of the detector which sampled energies be-
tween 150 eV and 10 eV plotted in Figure 6 is a specific ex-
ample of the time profile of the suprathermal population fol-
lowing a gun injection. The data of Figure 6 are for an 8-ms,
29-kV downward electron injection. For injections upward
where no 4uick eehos would be produced, the hot population
in this energy range would der4ty much more rapidly than the
—20 tits given in Figure 6. Tile secondary peak in the hot pop-
ulation at 290,027 s in Figure 6 is apparently produced by the
quick echo electrons. The suprithermal electrons In (he sec-
ondary peak in turn generate tilt: negative payload floating
potential maximizing tit 15 ms alter Still turnoff' as given in
Figure 5, while the more intense fluxes measured during and
immediately following gun injection are responsible for the
prompt (w5 ms) negative payload potential,
PRODUCTION 01^ Nt ,04vI'iVP: FLOATINQ ParuNTIAL
At equilibrium, any object in a plasma will adjust its float-
ing potential ris defined earlier to keep the total curr,:at flow-
ing to the object equal to zero, The thermal ion measurements
made between gun pulses aboard Echo iiI show that to tic-
complish this, the payload floated at — 1,2 V, accelerating ions
to the payload and retarding the electrons in compensation
for the difference in the thermal ion and electron speeds.
However, when the paylond wits embedded in the very hot
electron population following gun infections, we saw above
how the floating potential exceeded 4 V negative, Since rather
complatc thermal and suprathermal electron observations were
made above Echo III, we can quantitatively discuss the am-
bient —1.2-V acid the =4-V floating potentials during injection
in terries of this suprathermal population. It should be noted
here that the Echo .111 flight was made tit night, so photoclea
tron 01ects call 	 ignored.
Ambient Conditions, —1.2-V Floating Potential
A multiparameter fit to the Echo III ion data [Alorgan and
Arnohdv, 19781 inferred nn in situ ion temperature of 1500°K,
middle of 8•mcee
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Fig. 7. Measured electron spectra at various times with respect to
the 8-ms gun injections, The spectra arc compiled over a flight time of
150 s, or fifteen 8-ms gun injections. The spectra are for gun injection
downward into the atmosphere and detection of upward moving else-
trons. Data points are given for only two spectra to eliminate con-
fusion in the presentation.
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A density of 2 X 10' cm"' at rocket apogee wits measured dur-
ing the flight by the Chatanika radar, Figure I gives the theo-
retical, zero plasma potential Maxwellian for these values
along with the shifted Maxwellian distribution as it would be
observed oil vehicle surface whose floating potential was
--1.2 V, which corresponds to the measured value, The shitted
Maxwellian is obtained from the ON distribution by con-
serving J%E according to Liouville's theorem, where J is the
differential directional intensity, having units of particles (cm'
s sr keV) 1. Integrating the N sweep of Figure 3 over energy
gi.vts 1,5 X 10 10 ions (cml s sr)'", which compares favorably
with the corresponding value of 2 X lot' ions (am's sr)-' ob-
tained by integrating the theoretical curve of Figure 1.
The thermal ion current density incident on the rocket skin
can be estimated from tFe integrated directional intensity by
multiplying it by lice electronic charge and effective solid
angle S2 over which the ions reach the payload. We assume
that the rocket is surrounded by it of 1,2-V potential
diflcrence. A thermal 110" ion moving approximately parallel
to this slicath at tin energy of k7'- 0,13 eV will be accelerated
as it enters the sheath toward the rocket surface, gaining 1,2
V. The maximum tingle measured with respect to the detector
view direction (normal to the sheath) that these ions will have
as they reach the detector will be 18°. Tile effective solid tingle
62 is therefore 0,3 sr, and the ion current density becomes I,,,,
10 pa tit 2.
A rocket payload moving relative to the thermal ion plasma
will record greatly distorted ion energy distributions, as seen
in the example in Figure 1, for overtaking and receding veloc-
ities or 10' em/s, From all of the distorted equilib-
rium ion spectra the E x II drift has been in'lerrcd for the Echo
111 data [Aforgan and rfrnoldy 1978], However, the ion mea-
surements presented here matte by the detector viewing along
tine rocket spin axis experienced the least relative velocity near
apogee, hence the approximate the zero-velocity case, The
current given above is therefore ilia best estimate or the aver-
age ion current density that call be made, A similar ion cur-
rent is obtained by computing the charge swept up per second
by the transverse rocket motion through the plasma, since the
transverse rocket ram speed is comparable to the ion thermal
Speed.
At equilibrium the ion current density should be balanced
by the thermal electron current to the —1.2-V payload:
t:^x
je"cc^n,n
	
nq X :104 Bk-.T1	 t,._ I ^VV*, a 0.1. !ta tit4	 9rllt„
for a density of 2 X 10' cm_ . ' and 1500°K temperature. This
current is extremely sensitive to the temperature, The temper-
ature need only be increased to 2500°K to produce a current
equal to the ion current. In fact, a 2500°K electron temper-
ature is reasonable since there was a diffuse aaroral region
covering the eastward flight trajectory. Furthermore, the elec-
tron background measurement given in Figure 7 shows a sub-
stantial flux of hot electrons above 100 eV, and tutus the condi-
tion ,0n = ^clectrm, seems attainable.
Posibeant Injection Conditions, —4-V Potential
The measured ion spectrum reaching the payload at —4-V
potential (Figure 3, N -h l sweep) has quite u different shape
than the theoretical shifted Maxwellian of Figure 1. However,
the directional intensities integrated over energy in both cases
agree to within a factor of 2. The measured value is 3 X 10 t1
ions (cm's sr)"" compared with 6 X 10" 0 ions (cuts sr)' 1 frou!n.
Figure 1, The measured spectrum of Figure 3 is perha ps dis-
torted because the detector energy sweep was not first in com-
parison to the time constant of the floating potential; hence
the pal"load potential could have changed significantly be-
tween energy steps,
As discussed above, the negative potential will collimate the
ions reaching the payload, and for —4-V the effective solid
angle is 0.10 sr, The ion current density at the payload be-
comes 10 µa m" 2
 for the theoretical directional intensity. Thus
despite a higher directional intensity than in the —1.2-V case
the collimation reduces ilia effective solid angle to give equal
current densities, In fact, the —10Ila tit ` 2 current density for
both negative potentials is equal, as it should be, to the total
thermal ion current density incident on the sheath around the
vehicle given by
[loll 	 X 104 8kT, 
U2 
I I a toInn 'O	 4	 7r!!l,	 ~ fi	 ^
for a density of 2 X 10' cni" and 1500°K temperature, For it
thermal sheath interface area not too different from the rocket
area (the Debye length at 260 kin for ambient conditions is -1
cm) the above equality simply means that all the ions enwring
the sheath are attracted to the payload and collected by it,
Integrating the hot electron spectrum measured 8-nis after
the gun pulse in Vigurc 7 gives the directional intensity of the
electrons that react: the payload for the —4-V floating poten-
tial, This integration gives 3 X 10 11
 electrons (em" s sr) ' I , re-
sulting in an electron current density reaching the payload of
1,5 ma m"2, over 2 orders of magnitude greater than the ion
current. The electron current can be made equal to the ion
current if secondary emission produced by the hot electron
bombardment of the payload results in only 1% net electron
charge collection. We have further evidence for this front the
Echo I rocket flight, During this flight a large aluminized my-
lar disc was deployed to aid neutralization of the payload,
During quick echos this collector was driven positive appar-
ently its it result of secondary emission when bombarded by
ilia quick echo beam and the hot population produced by it
[Hendrickson et al., 19751. Front the Echo Ill data presented
in Figure 5 we know that quick echocs produced a hot popu-
lation similar to that resulting from injections of flue primary
beano. One can therefore deduce that in the absence of sec-
ondary electron emission from the payload the hot electron
distribution of Figure 7 would necessarily have driven (lie
payload much more negative than the —4 V observed in order
to repel the low-energy electrons and maintain current bal-
ance at equilibrium,
PAi'LOAD POTLNTIAI. AND MUTKALiZATION
DURING GUN INJECTIONS
Integration over energy of the `middle of 8-ms gun pulse'
curve of Figure 7 gives 2 X 10 12 electrons (cul l
 s sr)-" or a cur-
rent density of 10 ma m -2 arriving at the payload during in-
jection, If this current density was uniform over the entire
payload area of 10 m2, a total negative current of 1.00 ilia was
	
.collected, which agrees well with the 70-ma beam of electrons
	 P
leaving the payload.
For all
	 density of 2 x 10' em`-' and a temper-
	 n
ature of 1500°K the thermal electron current density would be
2 ma/m', and the thermal current to the payload becomes 20
ma. To neutralize the payload during a 70-ma electron injec-
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Fig. 8. Segments of measured electron spectra during 32rnts gun
firings. Continuous lines are data from the sane spectral sweep. At
low energies the curves separate according to whether ltie gun is in-
jecting electrons into the atmosphere or away from it,
tton, a current amplification of 3,5 was therefore needed, and
in fact one may consider the suprathermal spectra of Figure 7
to be showing this amplification ctrect. Secondary emission
would not be a factor in this case, since presumably the pay-
load is driven positive during gun firings, thereby returning
any secondaries produced back to the payload. it is important
to bear in mind that the electron detectors measured particles
having pitch angles between 40 0 and 1401 , This combined
with the fact that it large percentage of the collecting area
could be reached only by flow transverse to li means that if
the measured electrons neutralized the Echo 111 rocket, as sug-
gested above, it was accomplished by cross 8 particle motion.
No measurements were made to estimate the neutralization
current parallel to 11, Measurements made aboard the Echo
IV flight by Israelsan and if tnekler [19791 using metallic col-
lectors, however, showed that there was no appreciable differ-
ence in return current collected along the field from that de-
tectcd perpendicular to the field.
Tile thermal ion observations presented above clearly show
that a few milliseconds after the gun was turned ofl, the pay-
load potential recovered and in fact swung negative. There re-
mains the question, however, as to whether or how much the
Echo 111 payload charged positively during gun injections to
attract the neutralization current. As mentioned before, the
thermal ion data during gun pulses cannot measure positive
potentials but do not rule out the possibility, The small geo-
metric factor return current electron electrostatic analyzer was
capable of measuring the energy of electrons returning to the
rocket during gun firings. Portions of a number of electron
spectra tp kcn during several 32-ms gun pulses are plotted in
Figure S. Each line segment represents data taken during the
same spectral sweep and for one gun pulse. The lack of any
spectral cutoff in the curves of Figure 8 essentially leaves the
payload potential question unanswered in that it might be in-
SSI
terprcted as evidence for (l) it positive potential in which the
electrons have undergone complete thermalization before
being detected, (2) a positive potential in which there was it
strong electron source in the sheath (e.g., beam ionization of
neutral gas surrounding the rocket, secondary emission from
payload skin, or a plasma discharge around the payload), (3)
no potential drop at till, or (4) it rapidly fluctuating potential
not capable of being resolved by the measurements trade;
every 3.2 ins. Tile titer that there is it discernible ditrerence on
whether the gun fires up or down indicates that without a
thorough undemanding of the source of the hot electrons sur-
rounding all accelerator payload they are not it reliable coca-
sure of vehicle potential. Ambiguity between two different
techniques of determining vehicle potential aboard the Arabs
rocket utilizing electron measurements [Gringaut and Schulte,
19761 further substantiates this conclusion. Measurements of
electric fields and electrons on it payload separated front the
beam-cinitting rocket have produced evidence, however, for
large positive potentials in it region of space including the
rocket during electron injections [Jacobsen and Maynard,
19751,
PRODUCTION OF flo'r ELECTRONS
'rite hot electron spectrum reaching the payload during and
fallowing electron injections undoubtedly has wevcral com-
ponents. One comnonent might be electrons accelerated to the
payload during injections which may be thermalized by local
collisions and the generation of secondaries. Another part
could be composed of electrons scattered from the beam and
the atmosphere (quick echos) and all the s=onda.r'ics pro-
duced by beam and scattered beam electrons, The Norwegian
Polar 5 experiment clearly showed the production of a halo of
secondary electrons around the beam by detectors on the
mother payload physically removed front the daughter pay-
load carrying the electron accelerator [Maehlwn el ah, 1978).
To explain tine increase in secondary electron fluxes with alti-
tude its observed in the Polar 5 experiment, Alaeldi at et al,
11978) have suggested wave-particle interactions as a source of
hot electron., at high altitudes.
The spectra of Figure 7 are only for electron injection down
into the atmosphere and electrons detected moving up away
from the atmosphere. For other injection and view directions
they are considerably different. In an attempt to unravel the
dependence of detector response on energy, gun pitch angle,
and detector pitch angle we have used the phase map presen-
tation developed in the analysis of the Echo II data [Winckler
el al., 1975]. in this presentation the measured directional in-
tensity is plotted on a pitch angle of gun injection versus pitch
angle of detection grid. The magnitude of tine directional in-
tensity is four-level-coded by the size of the data point, The
phase map of Figure 7 is made for the average directional in-
tensity of electrons having tiny energy between 5 and 25 keV
sampled during four time intervals: during, any gun pulse, 0-8
ms alter, 3-16 tits after, and 1524 ins alter the pulse, Two of
the three electron. detectors flown contributed to this map.
Since. Qte detector energy sweeps were not synchronized to the
gun firings, the energies sampled for any .gun pulse were ran-
dom. Although electrons from 5 to 25 keV were accepted for
the plot, for any given time segment tiie energy changed by
less than I keV over the averaging time, Finally, injection at
all altitudes were used in constructing the phase map of Fig-
ure 9,
The Figure 9 phase map substantiates the conclusion
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reached in the earlier analysis of the t?cho 11 data [;Vinckler et
al.. 19751 that energetic electrons whose trajectories clear the
payload return from directions in which the electron gun has
just injected beam electrons, Quick echoes predominate and
lie in the "inject down ,-detect moving tip' quadrant of the
phase map. A significant but still unexplained return of ener-
getic electrons occurs when the gun injects tip and the detcc-
tors view electrons moving down the magnetic field,.
The phase traps of Figure 10 lire for the 0.1- to 1:2-keV su-
prathcrmnl component, The data for these maps are further
selected according to time segments measured with respect to
beam injection and the altitude at the time of injection, The
two traps on the left are for (altitudes below 200 kin, and those
on the right between 200 and 260 km. The top panels of each
set include the time segment during the injection and the first
8-nis segment after gun turnoir. The bottom panels are for the
8- to 16- and 16- to 24-ms segments after gun turnof g Average
dir,ac(ional intensities during each time segments are plotted as
in the phase map of Figure 9.
The range of average directional intensities included on a
given phase map is given in the iowcr left corner. The niaxi-
mum intensifies measured have an altitude dependence, in-
creasing with altitude, The phase neaps also show that as a
function of time after gun injection the suprathermal electrons
decay in intensity as the spectra of Figure 7 show. During and
immediately following injections the suprathermal elcctrons
show little dependence on injection and detection pitch angles
as given by the top two phase maps, Apparently, the supra-
thermal electrons forni an isotropic cloud around the payload
during this time, As the intensity decreases with time, how-
ever, there is all indication in the high-altitude data of :a
longer time constant for the decay in the quick echo quadrant
apparently due to their delayed production by the energetic
quick echo electrons as seen in Figure 6.
The altitude dependence of the suprathermal electrons first
seen in the Polar V data [Maehlum et aL, 19781 has led these
investigators to rule out secondary production by beam ioni-
zation its a principal source of the suprathernint electrons at
high altitudes, A beam-plasnttt interaction mechanismwas
postulated, since it would become more efficient at high alti-
tudes and explain the observed altitude dependence. One such
mechanism, beam-plasma discharge originally discussed by
Geltt- and Sintillin [ 19631, fins recently been observed in
plasma tank experiments by Bernstein et al, [19791. The results
of the pltastna tank experiments, however, suggest that the
Echo IiI electron gun was not capable of igniting the dis-
charge 1111hick-ler, 19791; hence the interaction was probably
not the source of the hot population, Moreover, the fact that
quick echo beams (orders of magnitude less intense than the
injected beam) also produced suprathermal electrons clearly
requires alternative sources,
Can one rule out the possibility of secondary production by
beam ionization of the neutral gas around the rocket? The
study of auroral light produced by the Echo III beam as it
function of altitude by Israelson and Witickler [19751 shows
that the neutral density surrounding the payload is not signifi-
cantly enhanced above ambient values as a result of payload
outgtissing; licixt, the ionization must occur only in the 4t11-
hient neutral atmospherc. Since the neutral atmospheric den-
sity decreases by 2 orders of magnitude over the altitude range
I3b-260 km, the ionization rate near the rocket will do like-
wise. Ifequilibrium conditions are assumed, then the decrease
in the recombination coefficient as n function of altitude does
compensate for the drop in production rate to give nearly cost=
stint secondary densities as a function of altitude. It is not at
all evident, however, that the equilibrium conditions should
prevail during and immediately following gun injections,
The observations of it visible light glow around the Zarnitza
payload [L,rachov and Maotagatdzc, 19771 suggest that tin elec-
trical discharged occurred owing to the high positive payload
potential during injection. Such it discharge might produce
the suprathermal secondaries observed by the Echo III oleo-
(roil detectors during and immediately following injection..
Photometers flown aboard (lie Echo IIi flight, however, give
no evidence for tiny light produced by such it discharge [Is-
raelson and Winckler, 19751. Moreover, this mechanism could
not produce the suprathermal electrons associated with quick
cellos, since the payload potential was measured to be only a
few volts negative at these times, Finally, the isotropic distri-
bution of suprathermal electrons during injections requires it
rapid thermalization of the hot electrons, Since strong wave
emissions have been measured during gun injections [Cart.
ns ,right and Kellogg, 19741, it is quite likely that wave-particle
interactions must enter the picture to accomplish this and
could also be instrumental in producing the suprathermal
component,
SUMMARY
1, From measurements of the thermal ion spectrum, ncga-
live excursions of the payload potential referenced to tie un-
perturbed plasma up to --4 V were observed several millise-
conds •-i ler gun faring.
2. A hot electron population existed around (lie Echo Ill
payload during beam injections, decaying to background in-
tensities in a few tens of miliscconds, The hot population ex-
tended in energy up to the injected electron energy. The ener-
getic electrons of this population returned to the payload.
principally from directions in which the beam was fired. From
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the atmosphere the energetic electrons were beam and second-
ary electrons Coulomb-scattered onto the rocket field lines
(quick eehos) and were delayed in arriving at the payload af.
ter beam injection by their transit time to go down to the at-
mosphere and conic back to the payload. The downward re-
turn of energetic electrons for upward injections resembles the
Echo 11 result and is not as yet understood.
3. The suprathermal component (less than a few keV) of
the hat population appears to have been produced isotropic-
ally about the payload during gun injection. The intensity of
this component increased with increasing altitude.
4. The suprathermal component of the hot population was
responsible for driving the payload negative several millise-
conds after gun turnoff:
5. Energetic quick echo electrons also produced a supra
thermal component when they intercepted the payload, result-
ing in a second negative excursion in the payload potential for
downward 'injections.
6. Setting the electron current collected by the payload
equal to the measured ion current, several milliseconds after
the end of gun injections requires that the measured supra-
thermal electrons were only 1% efficient in bringing negative
charge to the payload. One Wright interpre-t this in terms of a
rather large secondary emission from the payload when bom-
barded by the suprathermal electrons.
7, The Echo III particle measurements give no informa-
tion about positive payload potentials during injections. If the
payload were sufficiently positive to prevent the loss orchalrge
by secondary emission, the measured hot electron intensities
surrounding the payload were more than adequate to provide
the beam neutralization current during injections,
8, The positive dependence of the suprathermal com-
ponent on altilide makes it dif ficult to interpret its origin in
terms of beam ionization of the neutral atmosphere. Wave-
particle interactions, beam-plasma discharge, and electrical
discharge of it charged payload should be studied fur-
ther. However, the suprathermal electrons produced by quick
echo electrons could not have been generated by the beam-
plasma discharge of an electrical discharge arour.^d the pay-
load. Upon completion of this work we received a manuscript
accepted for publication authored by Johnstone and Sojka
[19801 dealing with the heating of ambient thermal electrons
to temperatures as high as 105 °K by the passage of it field-
aligned beam of suprathermal auroral electrons. Since the
LO
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measurements were made at altitudes above 600 km, where
collisional ell'ects are negligible, Johnstone and Sojka suggest
that they represent evidence for beam-plasma interaction,
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